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Part I
Logic and debate are considered to be important characteristics
of a philosophical tradition. Concerning the Indian tradition of philosophy,
much attention has been paid to these issues as they appear in early
–
–
classical Ayurveda, specifically the Carakasam
. hita . Satischandra
Vidyabhushana argued that the relevant passages in this earliest work
present us with summaries or expositions of the ancient teachings of
–
–
–
Anvi ks. iki , the “investigating science”, logical, dialectical and eristic
teachings that soon after became – in a modified and pruned form – the
core of Aks. apa– da’s Nya– yasu– tra, whereas Surendranath Dasgupta claimed
that logic actually originated in the medical science and was later on
codified in the Nya– yasu– tra. The paper will present and discuss these
–
contrasting positions, place the material of the Carakasam
. hita in a broader
historical context, briefly review the most important scholarship on the
issue, and suggest a fresh interpretation of the evidence within the cultural
context of early classical Indian medicine.
Key words: Carakasam. hita– , Debate, Epistemology,
Historiography, Indian Logic, Philosophical traditions, Surendranath
Dasgupta, Vidyabhusana.

In the introduction to his still unpublished book “From Udda–laka to Kant:
A Short Comparative History of World Philosophy”, the philosopher Ben-Ami
Scharfstein justifies his view that there are only three great philosophical traditions
– the Indian, the Chinese and the European tradition – and treats inter alia the
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question what he considers as “philosophical” in the context of this book. According
to him, a tradition can be called philosophical first of all to the extent that the
persons associated with it express its contents in the form of basic principles and
inferences rationally derived from these principles. Furthermore, a tradition may
be called “philosophical” to the extent that its followers justify these contents with
rational arguments and defend them vis à vis the followers of other, rival traditions,
or attack their positions, again by means of rational arguments. Finally, a tradition
is also to be considered philosophical to the extent that its adherents understand
and explain in which manner they strive for rational practice, that is, to the extent
that they explicate their methods of argumentation and justification.
1.1 The two central characteristics of a philosophical tradition are thus logic and
disputation or debate, characteristics of which are usually not found in so-called
wisdom traditions; the latter comprise elaborate, but purely religious traditions,
mythological traditions or traditions of practical intelligence.2
1.2 As to the classical philosophical traditions of India in general, the two
components of logic and debate are closely intertwined from the historical point
of view. This is especially obvious in the case of the Nya–yasƒa–stra, the expert
body of knowledge concerned with “logic,” and its authoritative foundational
work, the Nya–yasƒu–tra.3 As is well known, the basic metaphysical tenets of the
Nya–yasƒa–stra are closely related to a tradition of philosophy of nature whose
various teachings are preserved in some early philosophical tracts found in the
Moks. adharma section of the Maha–bha–rata. Similar tenets appear as the ontological
–
foundations of early classical Ayurveda and form the main subject of the classical
Vaisƒes. ika tradition. In the case of Nya– ya epistemology and eristics, however,
which according to the testimony of the Nya–yasƒa–stra were the initial foci of
interest for the thinkers of this tradition, striking and interesting parallels are to be
–
found in the Carakasam
. hita .
2. The issue of the historical relationship between the epistemological and eristic
–
teachings transmitted in the Carakasam
. hita, on the one hand, and the epistemology
and eristics of classical Nyâya, on the other hand, is the central topic of this paper,
with an initial focus on eristics. This focus can be justified by means of the
assumption that in the Indian context, where the learned exchange of ideas and
opinions as well as disputation in the broadest sense of the word were practised
from early on, the theoretical concern with the principles and elements of scholarly
debate contributed considerably to the development of epistemology, including
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logic. More precisely, the consideration of the demonstration or statement of
proof, central to any debate, can safely be assumed to have led to in-depth
reflection on the foundations and means of valid cognition and thus to the
development of theories of perception and logical theories. Beyond the immediate
context of public or semi-public debates, the ancient Indian thinkers and scholars
obviously applied the ascertained means of valid cognition in their own methodical
reflections on doctrinal issues and their further development. This happened in the
context of the rigorous examination of the argumentative and factual coherence
and appropriateness (yukti) of doctrinal issues, in the process of the “turning
around” (tarka) of these issues, that is, in the process of reasoning about them,
and in the course of examining and corroborating them by means of reasons
(hetu). In the course of the further development and systematization of Indian
philosophy and its individual traditions, and especially in the context of the polemical
dialogue with rival traditions, the epistemological foundations became themselves
an important topic of reflection and controversial considerations.
2.1 With this brief sketch of the general background, I would now like to turn to
–
the Carakasam
. hita (CS). The first instalment of this foundational work edited by
Gangadhar Kaviraj was published in 1868.4 Gangadhar Kaviraj (1798-1885)
–
was a learned Bengali physician and chief reviver of the Ayurvedic tradition in the
modern period who wrote about eighty works, original and commentaries, in
different areas of Sanskrit learning;5 in his editio princeps of the Caraka–
sam
. hita , he supplemented the classical text with his own extensive Sanskrit
commentary Jalpakalpataru.6 However, the text was published only step by
step, and communication between India and Europe took its time. The first Western
–
scholar who turned his attention to selected aspects of the Carakasam
. hita
relevant to the present topic, the German Indologist Rudolf Roth (1821-1895),
thus still had to rely on manuscripts for the pertinent passages. Roth was not only
professor of Indology, but from 1856 onwards also director of the library of the
University of Tübingen for which he acquired a considerable number of manuscripts
–
from India.7 A Devana– gari-script manuscript of the Carakasam
. hita was obtained
8
by Roth through the good offices of August Hoernle, a scholar who was to
become an important pioneering authority in the Western study of classical Indian
medicine; Roth could furthermore use a Bengali-script manuscript which is still
preserved at Trinity College, Cambridge.9 He was obviously intrigued by the
–
Carakasam
. hita because in this work medical knowledge is embedded within a
wider cultural, social and philosophical context. Thus, in 1872 he translated a
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substantial portion from the beginning of the eighth chapter of the Vima– nastha– na
– 10
(V) of the Carakasam
. hita, namely, the passages that deal with the preliminaries
of choosing the medical career and with the choice of a teacher in this field, and
then treat the general requirements and rules for studying and teaching, including
the selection of a student by a teacher and the former’s ritual initiation into
studenthood.11
2.2 In this pedagogical context, the topic of debate or colloquy (sambha–s. a–) is
introduced inasmuch as debate is considered a didactic means to be employed
beneficially in medical training and a useful tool in the continuing refinement and
improvement of medical knowledge.12 Peaceful colloquies (sandha–ya
sambha–s. a–)13 are distinguished from hostile colloquies (vigr. hya sambha–s. a–),14
terms and notions clearly related to the concepts of sandhi and vigraha which
are well known from Kaut.ilya’s Arthasƒa–stra15 and related literature.16 And indeed,
the relevant passage, in its practical tone and refreshingly idiomatic style, suggests
that debate was also practised, even in a ruthless manner, to resolve conflicts
arising from the competition between rival traditions or schools of physicians,
more precisely, to neutralize adherents of other traditions as well as outright
quacks, by means of successfully conducted debates on medical topics and thus
to counteract professional competition.
2.3 Following almost fifty years after the publication of Roth’s paper in a German–
language Orientalists’ journal, the Carakasam
. hita prominently appeared on the
stage of non-medical scholarly literature in Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana’s History
of Indian Logic — Ancient, Mediaeval and Modern Schools, which was
published in 1921 from Calcutta just after the death of the great savant.17
Vidyabhusana (1870-1920) was a true pioneer in the investigation of the literature
and history of Indian logic. He was aware of an amazingly broad range of sources
and often was the first modern scholar to point them out; he referred not only to
Brahminical philosophical literature, but also to Indian Buddhist philosophical
literature, most of which was then only available in Tibetan translation, and to
philosophical literature of the Jains. In 1909, Vidyabhusana edited for the first time
the oldest preserved Jain work on logic, the Nya–ya–vata–ra by Siddhasena
–
Diva– kara, who may have been a younger contemporary of Dharmaki rti.18 The
–
Tibetan text of Dharmakirtis Nya–yabindu, the well-known manual on epistemology
and especially logic composed by this important philosopher of the so-called
Buddhist epistemological–logical tradition, was also edited by him for the first time
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in 1917; he further prepared a bilingual index (Sanskrit – Tibetan) to this work,
in order to facilitate and stimulate the investigation of the Indian Buddhist
epistemological–logical works preserved only in Tibetan translation.19 Moreover,
Vidyabhusana edited and translated the text of the Nya–yasu–tra (1913).
In his History of Indian Logic, Vidyabhusana collected evidence for the
–
–
early history of Indian logic, whose very foundation under the name of a–nvi ks. iki
he ascribes, in partial reverence for the tradition, to the sage Medha– tithi Gautama.20
In this context, Vidyabhusana refers to various passages of the Su–trastha– na and
–
Vima– nastha– na of the Carakasam
. hita , namely, passages that he perceives as
summaries or reproductions of what he styles “the principal doctrines of
–
–
–
Anvi ks. iki ”; only a few technical terms, he says, may have been introduced by the
–
–
–
redactor Caraka.21 This Anvi ks. iki or “investigating [science]” was – according to
Vidyabhusana – later on embodied or assimilated in the Nya–yasƒa–stra by the
philosopher Aks. apa– da,22 when the science of syllogism or inference, the
Nya–yasƒa–stra, had already begun to develop as a special sub-discipline within the
–
–
a–nvi ks. iki and obtained a name of its own; this Nya–yasƒa–stra had even been
shaped to a certain extent by Aks. apa– da himself.23 This assimilation of the

embodiment

–
Carakasam
. hita of
Agnivesƒa (redacted by
Caraka ca. 78 AD)

Nya–yasu–tra
(ca. 150 AD)
(Systematic Nya– ya
philosophy)

Aks. apa– da
(ca. 150 AD)

assimilation
Nya– yasƒa– stra
(from ca. 1)

–

inclusion of
summaries,
reproductions

authorship

–

–

Anvi ks. iki of
Medhatithi Gautama
(ca. 550 BC)

Fig. 1. The development of Nya– ya according to Vidyabhusana
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–

Anvi ks. iki (or rather the Nya–yasƒa–stra) in the Nya–yasƒa–stra supposedly happened
less than a century after Caraka had achieved the redaction of Agnivesƒa’s teachings,
an event which Vidyabhusana dates towards the end of the first century.24 The
described process resulted – in Vidyabhusana’s view – in the emergence of the
“first regular work on the Nya–yasƒa–stra,”25 i.e., the formation of the systematic
philosophical tradition of Nya– ya (Fig. 1).
–

–
3. Let us now take a look at the passages of the Carakasam
. hita adduced by
Vidyabhusana as the basis for his hypothesis. Vidyabhusana himself structured the
material presented in them according to three heads; in his own words and
supplied with Sanskrit key-words, they are

3.1 the aggregate of resources for the accomplishment of an action
(ka–rya–bhi-nirvr. tti),
–

3.2 the standard of examination (pari ks. a–), and
3.3 the method of debate (sambha–s. a– or va–da-vidhi).26
Of these, the first topic27 is not considered to have been part of Medha– tithi’s
–
–
–
Anviks. iki by Vidyabhusana; thus, only the second and third topics are of immediate
relevance to the present issue. Because in Vidyabhusana’s opinion the method of
–
–
–
debate was the principal topic of Anvi ks. iki ,28 I would like to turn to it first.
3.3.1 Vidyabhusana first summarizes in a close paraphrase the section on the
purpose, merit and characteristics of a scholarly colloquy (sambha–s. a–). This section
involves the typological classification of colloquies already referred to above (cf.
p. 3) and of their components in the broadest sense of the word, namely, the two
participants and the attending assembly (paris. ad); it also offers various practical
advice to the disputants, inclusive of the advance manipulation of the assembly
(vide Table 1).29
–
–
–
Table 1: The Section on Colloquies (sambha–s. a–) in Carakasam
. hita Vimanasthana (8.1526)

diverse usefulness of colloquies
two types of colloquies; three types of opponents (para);30 two types
of assemblies (paris. ad)
admonitory verses on hostile colloquies
advance manipulation of the assembly and the setting of limits for the
disputation (va–da)

15
16-21
22-23
24-26
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Vidyabhusana then continues with an enumerative exposition of the
altogether forty-four relevant points or topics (pada) to be understood for the
purpose of knowing the way of disputation (va–da)31.32 These relevant topics,
presented by Vidyabhusana under the slightly misleading term “categories,” are
listed immediately after the section on colloquies briefly analyzed by me above.33
Subsequently, they are characterized, further classified and exemplified, often with
reference to medical topics and issues belonging to the realm of philosophy of
nature.34
3.3.2 This section on disputation (va–da) appears to be composed in a strikingly
different, austere style of language and with a more systematic mind when compared
to the preceding lively section on colloquies (sambha–s. a). From a stylistic point
of view, this latter section may even be perceived as concluded with text (segment
67), which occurs in a similar style immediately after the more rigorous exposition
of the forty-four relevant topics.35 Segment 67 is harmoniously followed by an
extensive excursus – actually taking up the sizeable rest of the chapter – which
is basically written in the same style and occasioned by the concluding reference
to the significance of debate for successful medical practice. This excursus may
be entitled “How to act successfully” and starts out from the presentation of a
scientific methodology involving ten topical complexes (prakaran. a) that lead to
success in acting in general and should be known by physicians before they
embark on their task, so that they can accomplish it without overly great effort.36
The general methodology comprising these ten topical complexes as something to
–
be examined (pari ks. ya) is then once more recommended to physicians37 and its
details expounded in the form of answers to nine questions – posed by a physician
or lay-person to a physician – regarding this methodology when applied by a
physician with a view to the five-fold therapy (pañcakarma) (vide Table 2).38
Table 2: The Section on Disputation (va–da) in CS Vi 8 (27-66) and the Continuation of the
Chapter
enumeration of forty-four topics (pada-s)
their characterization, sub-classification and exemplification
conclusion concerning the forty-four pada-s
concluding remarks on disputation/debate as such (va–da)
“How to act successfully”(ten topical complexes [prakaran. a] / ten items
–
to be examined [pari ks. ya–])

27
28-65
66
67
68-151

The obviously composite nature of the entire passage on debate is also
reflected in a corresponding change in terminology for the main issue, namely, the
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shift from sambha–s. a– (“colloquy”) to vâda, literally: “talk,” but also referring to
“discussion” or “disputation.”39 This shift is prepared in the closing text segments
of what I will henceforth briefly call the “sambha–s. a– section,” inasmuch as in these
segments the word va–da is already introduced.40 It may have been used here in
its general, non-terminological sense and thus be part of the original wording of
these segments; alternatively, the word may have been intended as a technical
term and therefore be the trace of an effort by a redactor to smoothen the shift.
The diverging term va–da also appears in the concluding text segment 67 already
referred to above (p. 6) which comes after what I will now call the “va–da
section.” In the summarizing verses of the chapter, the terminological discrepancy
relating to the two sections is properly reflected.41
3.3.3 After this overview of the relevant passage in the context of CS Vi 8, I
would like to take a look at the va–da section, in order to clarify and evaluate
Vidyabhusana’s reasoning regarding his reconstruction of the development of Indian
logic and the Nya– ya tradition. Obviously, the list of forty-four pada-s42 shows a
considerable closeness in terminology – also observable in some of the subsequent
characterizations of individual items – to the sixteen dialectical–eristic items, listed
in the Nya–yasu–tra (NS) and called “relevant matters” (pada–rtha) in classical
authorship
–

–

Nya yasu tra
(ca. 150 AD)
16 padartha-s
embodiment

–
Caraka-sam
. hita of
Agnivesƒa (redacted by
Caraka ca. 78 AD)

Aks. apada
(ca. 150 AD)

pruning
Nya– yasƒa– stra
(from ca. 1 AD)

–

incorporation
in crude form

–

–

Anvi ks. iki of
Medhatithi Gautama
(ca. 550 BC)
44 pada-s

Fig. 2. The History of the List of Forty-four pada-s, according to Vidyabhusana
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Nya– ya43 even though, as has been stressed by Halbfass,44 the word pada–rtha is
not yet used in the Nya–yasu–tra. Together with their characterizations, these items
form the programmatic and methodological backbone of the Nya– ya philosophical
tradition as presented in the core stratum of the Nya–yasu–tra (Fig. 2). Thus,
–
Vidyabhusana felt justified to claim the list of pada-s in the Carakasam
. hita to
–
–
–
be originally an essential part of the Anvi ks. iki ascribed by him to Medha– tithi
Gautama and considered to have evolved into the Nya–yasƒa–stra, which is the
foundation of the Nya–yasu–tra. In a “crude form,” as he phrases it, this ancient
–
list is preserved in the Carakasam
. hita ; however, it also found its way into the
Nya–yasu–tra after having been “pruned” by Aks. apa– da, resulting in the classical list
of sixteen pada–rtha-s.45 According to Vidyabhusana, this process of pruning of
the ancient topics and their “assimilation” in the Nya–yasu–tra by Aks. apa– da went
together with Aks. apa–da’s systematization of the concept of means of valid cognition
and his introduction of the scheme of the five parts of a syllogism, as well as of
the examination of other, rival positions.46
A comparative and correlative historical exposition of all the topics involved
was not presented by Vidyabhusana. Due to the complexity of the issues, the
historical uncertainties and the many interpretative problems, such an exposition
cannot be meaningfully attempted in the context of this paper; only a few exemplary
cases will be briefly alluded to or presented below. For my present purpose a
rough typological–analytical survey of Caraka’s crucial list of pada-s very well
suffices and may also throw some new light on it, even without consideration of
the characterizations or descriptions and exemplifications provided for each item
in the text segments subsequent to the list.47
3.3.4 In an overall tentatively systematic manner, the list presents, next to some
ontological terms, a number of more or less technical terms relating to eristic
debate, i.e., disputation (va–da), as well as to rhetorics and epistemology.
Disputation itself is the very first item, followed by six ontological terms known
from classical Vaisƒes. ika and a group of terms loosely connected with the structure
of argumentation and important types of statements in a disputation (Table 3).
Table 3: The Forty-four Topics (CS Vi 8.27) I
1
2-7
8-16

disputation (va–da)
basic ontological terms/categories (dravya, gun. a, karman, sa–ma–nya, visƒes. a,
samava–ya)
terms relating to the structure of argumentation and types of statements in a
disputation
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The first six terms of the latter group of terms, namely, pratijña–,
stha pana–, pratis. .t ha–pana–, hetu, upanaya and nigamana, concern the most
essential steps to be taken by a speaker to communicate his theses convincingly;
only one of the listed steps, the pratis. .t ha–pana–, may be a step taken by his
opponent. The demonstration or statement of proof (hetu) is central among these
steps (Table 4).
–

Table 4: Terms Relating to the Structure of Argumentation and Types of Statements in a
Disputation I
8

thesis (pratijña–) (1)

9

setting up one’s thesis (stha–pana–) (2)

10
11

setting up the counter-thesis (pratis. .t ha–pana–) (3)
demonstrations / statements of proof (hetu) (4)

12

application (upanaya) (5)

13

conclusion (nigamana) (6)

–
Let me briefly add here that in the editions of the Carakasam
. hita following
Gangadhar Kaviraj’s edition with his own commentary Jalpakalpataru – which
include Jadavji Trikamji’s edition that has attained the status of the standard text
–
–
48
of the Carakasam
. hita in the modern period –, another item, dr. s..t a nta, occurs
between hetu and upanaya. However, according to the evidence of the manuscripts
available to the projects on the critical edition of the Vima– nastha– na,49 dr. s..ta–nta has
its “regular place” before the last term of the following sub-group, namely,
siddha–nta. This group of three terms also refers to statements – or the content
of statements – that must have had their structurally determined place in a
disputation.50

Table 5: Terms Relating to the Structure of Argumentation and Types of Statements in a
Disputation II
14
15
16

replies (uttara) (7)
generally acknowledged matters (dr. s. .t a–nta) (8)
fixed positions / presuppositions (siddha–nta) (9)

3.3.5.1 Subsequently, the list of pada-s switches to epistemological terms relevant
to disputation, terms denoting cognitive–psychological concepts obviously of
relevance in a disputation, and terms somehow relating to the truth of statements
uttered in a disputation (Table 6).
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Table 6: The Forty-four Topics (CS Vi 8.27) II
17-21
22-26
27-32

epistemological terms
terms denoting cognitive–psychological concepts
terms relating to the truth of statements in a disputation

The first group comprises five items which elsewhere in early classical
philosophical sources can be found subsumed under the well-known concept of
means of valid cognition or means of knowledge (prama–n. a).51 In the following
table (cf. Table 7) I have adopted as original the order of these items in the list
–
that is found in all mss. of the Kashmiri recension of the Carakasam
. hita (K) as
well as almost all mss. belonging to the Bengali branch of the Eastern recension
of the text (Q [-Q31])52; the remaining mss. show the order adopted in Trikamji’s
standard edition.53 The order of the subsequent text segments where the individual
items are characterized or decribed and exemplified (Vi 8.38-42) corresponds to
the original order established here, except in the case of the minor sub-group of
mss. Q31 and ms. Cab.
Table 7: Epistemological Terms
17
18
19
20
21

verbal testimony (sƒabda) (1)
sense perception (pratyaks. a) (2)
comparison/analogy (aupamya) (3)
oral tradition (aitihya) (4)
inference (anuma–na) (5)

The very appearance of these items in the present context suggests that
the thinkers we encounter here were aware of the fact that speakers take recourse
to different types of knowledge sources in the course of their argumentation.
The epistemological group is followed by a series of terms referring to a
range of cognitive–psychological concepts or mental states of participants in a
disputation. They may have had to be verbalized and clarified in the context of
a disputation (Table 8).
Table 8: Terms Denoting Cognitive–Psychological Concepts
22
23
24
25
26

doubt (sam
. sƒaya) (1)
motivation (prayojana) (2)
faltering (?) (savyabhica–ra) (3)
inquisitiveness (jijña–sa–) (4)
determination (vyavasa–ya) (5)
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3.3.5.2 Now, according to the Nya–yabha–s. ya (NBh) of Va– tsya– yana, some scholars
concerned with methodical thinking (naiya–yika-s) considered five additional
elements of argumentation (avayava), next to the five elements thesis, etc., assumed
in classical Nya– ya; these additional elements probably preceded the latter in the
resulting scheme of altogether ten elements.54 Three or even four of the additional
five elements are obviously related to pada-s in the present group by direct
terminological correspondence and by possible factual identity in spite of
terminological differences (Table 9).
Table 9: Terminological correspondence in NBh and CS
Ten Elements of an Argumentation I (NBh)

Corresponding Topics in CS Vi 8.27

inquisitiveness (jijña–sa–) (1)
doubt (sam
. sƒaya) (2)
possible attainment [of the aim]
(sƒakya-pra–pti) (3)
motivation (prayojana) (4)
–
dispersal of doubt (sam
. sƒayavyuda sa) (5)

inquisitiveness (jijña–sa–) (4) [25]
doubt (jijña–sa–) (1) [22]

motivation (prayojana) (2) [23]
determination (vyavasa–ya) (5) [26]
–

–
In the dialectical tradition of Sa– m
. khya as presented in the Yuktidi pika
(YD) we also encounter these additional avayava-s.55 Here they are not simply
.
joined to the well-known five elements, but jointly considered as a vya–khya–n ga
(“limb” [i.e., expedient] “of explanation”), preceding the fivefold
.
.
pratipa–dana–n ga or parapratya–yana–n ga (“limb of making [the opponent]
.
understand [one’s argument]”). The expression vya–khya–nga clearly points at a
situation of communication with others and thus verbalization. It should not be
–
overlooked, however, that in the context of the pada list of the Carakasam
. hita
the group of five terms relating to cognitive–psychological concepts is separated
from the relevant group of terms directly relating to the structure of argumentation
(nos. 8-13) (cf. Table 4 above), namely, by the group of terms relating to types
of statements made at specific stages of a disputation (nos. 14-16) (cf. Table 5
above) and the group of epistemological terms (nos. 17-21) (cf. Table 7 above).
Let me add that the present group seems to imply a temporal sequence of its
members as regards their relevance and position in the course of the entire
process of argumentation right from its inception due to inquisitiveness; however,
a sequence extending to and including the five elements that immediately follow
–
in the tenfold scheme reported in the Nya–yabha–s. ya and the Yuktidi pika– can
hardly be construed.56
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3.3.5.3 A similarly diffuse picture, partially matching, partially not matching, results
with regard to the group of terms relating to the structure of argumentation in the
pada list on the one hand (nos. 8-13) (cf. Table 4 above), and the remaining five
elements of argumentation in the larger scheme of ten elements according to the
naiya–yika-s and the fivefold “limb of making the opponent understand one’s
.
argument” (pratipa–dana–n ga) according to the Sa– m
. khya scheme presented in the
–
–
Yuktidi pika on the other hand; the five elements of argumentation according to
the Nya–yasu–tra57 clearly correspond to the five remaining elements of the
58
naiya–yika-s, and there is a close similarity to the relevant Sa– m
. khya set of terms.
However, from the point of view of the tenfold as well as the fivefold scheme the
element uda–haran. a is missing in the pertinent pada group (Table 10).
Table 10: Elements of Argumentation
Nya– ya (NS)
(5)

naiya–yika-s (NBh) Sa– m
. khya
(10)59
(5)60 / (10)

pada-s (CS Vi 8.27)
(nos. 8-13)

pratijña– (1)

pratijña– (6)

pratijña– (1) / (6)

hetu (2)
uda–haran. a (3)
upanaya (4)
nigamana (5)

hetu (7)
uda–haran. a (8)
upanaya (9)
nigamana (10)

hetu (2) / (7)
dr. s. .t a–nta (3) / (8)
–
upasam
. ha ra (4) / (9)
nigamana (5) / (10)

pratijña– (1) [8]
sthâpana– (2) [9]
pratis. .t ha–pana– (3) [10]
hetu (4) [11]
upanaya (5) [12]
nigamana (6) [13]

The element uda–haran. a may have its factual correspondence in the already
mentioned pada “generally acknowledged matters” (dr. s..t a–nta) which figures in
the subsequent group of the three pada-s “replies” (uttara), dr. s..ta–nta and “fixed
positions” (siddha–nta) (nos. 14-16) (cf. Table 5 above) which I consider to be
a sub-group of the larger group of terms relating to the structure of argumentation
and characterized as referring to types of essential statements that have a structurally
determined place in a disputation. Such a rough correspondence in meaning, even
though not necessarily in function and structural position within a disputation, is
suggested by the fact that the subsequent characterization of dr. s. .t a–nta in the
–
–
Carakasam
. hita (Vi 8.34) is very similar to the characterization of the padartha
dr. s. .t a–nta in the Nya–yasu–tra:
“What one calls a generally acknowledged matter is something with
regard to which the understanding of simple-minded persons and savants
is the same [and] which describes what is to be described.”61
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NS 1.1.25 reads:
“A generally acknowledged matter is something with regard to which the
understanding of normal people and those who thoroughly examine is the
same.”62

In the order of the sixteen items listed in NS 1.1.163 and later called
padartha in the Nya– ya tradition, dr. s..ta–nta appears rather early among the dialectical
terms (no. 5); together with doubt (sam
. sƒaya) (no. 3), motivation (prayojana)
(no. 4) and fixed positions or presuppositions (siddha–nta) (no. 6) it forms the
group immediately preceding the term denoting the five elements of argumentation
(avayava) (no. 7). According to the respective section title of the division of the
Nya–yasu–tra into sections technically called prakaran. a-s, a division which is of
uncertain date but certainly postdates Va– tsya– yana, the three items sam
. sƒaya,
prayojana and dr. s..ta–nta are called “limbs preceding methodical thinking / coherent
.
logical argumentation” (nya–yapu–rva–n ga); the title of the section treating the five
elements of argumentation refers to these elements collectively as the
“characterization of methodical thinking / coherent logical argumentation”
.
(nya–yalaks. an. a). The term nya–ya–n ga appears already in the Nya–yava–rttika
(NV): Uddyotakara affirms in a discussion with other dialecticians that the purpose
(prayojana) is indeed a “limb of methodical thinking” and thus also of relevance
–
to the right procedure of thorough examination (pari ks. a–vidhi): no consideration
that lacks a purpose can be a “limb of methodical thinking,” and the purpose is
even a major limb of the right procedure of thorough examination because it is its
root.64 Fixed positions or presuppositions (siddha–nta), for their part, are the
basis of methodical thinking / coherent logical argumentation (nya–ya–sƒ raya)
according to the prakaran. a title.
–

The position of generally acknowledged matters (dr. s..ta–nta) in the structure
of the argumentation – and maybe also their function – is thus a different one
according to the Nya–yasu–tra (and presumably the naiya–yika-s) and the va–da
–
–
–
–
section of the Carakasam
. hita . In the Nya yasutra, the concept of dr. s. .t a nta is
explicitly integrated into the five elements of argumentation inasmuch as
exemplification (uda–haran. a) is said to be a generally acknowledged matter
(dr. s. .t a–nta) that is characterized by the existence of the relevant property of the
thing to be proved (sa–dhya) (i.e., by the existence of its property that is to be
proved) because of its similarity with the thing to be proved (i.e., because it
undoubtedly possesses also further properties that are similar to / common with
properties of the thing to proved, beyond the property adduced in the proof).65
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Exemplification also figures in the characterization of the statement of proof or
demonstration, the second element of an argumentation according to the
Nya–yasu–tra.66 In the Sa– m. khya scheme, however, the term dr. s. .t a–nta is used by
itself to designate the exemplification in an argumentation (cf. Table 10 above).67
3.3.5.4 Furthermore, also the other three members of the group of four items
preceding the elements of argumentation in the enumeration of the Nya–yasu–tra
Table 11: List of pada–rtha-s (Nya–yasu–tra 1.1.1)
Items 1-7
means of valid cognition (prama–n. a) (1)
prameya ([soteriologically relevant] objects of
valid cognition (2)
doubt (sam
. sƒaya) (3)
motivation (prayojana) (4)
generally acknowledged matters (dr. s. .t a–nta) (5)
fixed positions / presuppositions (siddha–nta) (6)
elements of argumentation (avayava) (7)

limbs preceding methodical
.
thinking (nya–yapu–rva–n ga-s)

basis of methodical thinking
(nya–ya–sƒraya)
characterization of methodical
thinking (nya–yalaks. an. a)

(nos. 3, 4 and 6) (cf. Table 11) have their terminological correspondences in the
–
–
–
pada list of the Carakasam
. hita . Siddha nta (no. 6) occurs right after dr. s. .t a nta
in the former enumeration, like in the pada list; however, in the latter the pair
appears in this sequence in the second sub-group among the altogether nine terms
relating to the structure of argumentation and types of statements in a disputation
(cf. Table 5 above), after the first sub-group of such terms that comprises the
sequential elements of an argumentation starting with the thesis (cf. Table 4 above).
Thus, the occurrence of the term siddha–nta raises similar issues to be discussed
as does the term dr. s..ta–nta, concerning its relative position and precise function in
a disputation. And like in the case of the term dr. s..ta–nta, the respective meanings
of the term are nevertheless related; in this case, we even find an identical subdivision into four types of siddha–nta in the Nya–yasu–tra68 and the text segment
– 69
explaining this topic in the Carakasam
. hita .
Sam
. sƒaya and prayojana in the list of NS 1.1.1 (nos. 3 and 4), the first
two “limbs preceding methodical thinking / coherent logical argumentation” (cf.
Table 11), on the other hand, correlate, in this order, with the first two of the five
cognitive–psychological concepts or mental states of participants in a disputation
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(nos. 22 and 23) from the present discussion originated (cf. Table 8 above). And
– just a reminder – they also appear, although separated by one item, among the
first five items of the ten-membered scheme of elements of argumentation of the
naiya–yika-s (nos. 2 and 4, cf. Table 9 above) and thus among the fivefold “limb
.
of explanation” (vya–khya–nga) of certain Sa–m
. khya dialecticians (cf. p. 12 above).
Among these five items, we find, as the final item (no. 5), the dispersal of doubt
–
(sam
. sƒayavyudasa); would it therefore be legitimate to suppose that its equivalent
in the group of five mental states of participants in a disputation according to the
–
–
Carakasam
. hita is the final item (no. 5), namely, “determination” (vyavasa ya)
(no. 26 in the pada list) (cf. again Table 8 above)? And what about the possibly
corresponding Nya– ya pada–rtha? Could it be the item “decision” (nirn. aya),
although in the list of NS 1.1.1 this point appears much later in the order of items,
as no. 9 after the elements of argumentation (no. 7) and reasoning (tarka) as an
important method of reflection (no. 8)? (Table 12).
Table 12: List of pada–rtha-s (Nya–yasu–tra 1.1.1)
Items 1-9
means of valid cognition (prama–n. a) (1)
[soteriologically relevant] objects of valid
cognition (prameya) (2)
doubt (sam
. sƒaya) (3)
motivation (prayojana) (4)
generally acknowledged matters (dr. s. .t a–nta) (5)
fixed positions / presuppositions (siddha–nta) (6)
elements of argumentation (avayava) (7)
reasoning (tarka) (8)
decision (nirn. aya) (9)

limbs preceding methodical
.
thinking (nya–yapu–rva–n ga-s)

basis of methodical thinking
(nya–ya–sƒraya)
characterization of methodical
thinking (nya–yalaks. an. a)

3.3.5.5 From a consideration of the group of five cognitive–psychological concepts
or mental states of participants in a disputation in the pada list of the
–
Carakasam
. hita (Table 8) we have thus moved on to the first five elements of
argumentation according to some naiya–yika-s or the fivefold “limb of explanation”
of the Sa– m. khyas (Table 9), and further to the remaining five elements of
argumentation in the larger scheme of ten elements according to these naiya–yikas, the fivefold “limb of making the opponent understand one’s position” according
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to certain Sa– m
. khya dialecticians, the five-membered argumentational scheme of
–
–
the Nya yasutra and back to the first sub-group of terms relating to the structure
–
of argumentation in the pada list of the va–da section of the Carakasam
. hita
(Table 10). From there we revisited the second sub-group of these terms, which
may refer to types of essential statements in a disputation (cf. Table 5 above), and
from there proceeded to the group of dialectical items immediately preceding the
group of five elements of argumentation in the Nya–yasu–tra (Table 11) which led
us back to the five cognitive–psychological concepts or mental states of participants
–
in a disputation according to the Carakasam
. hita (cf. again Table 8), from which
we returned to the list of dialectical items in the Nya–yasu–tra, this time to an item
following upon the group of five elements of argumentation (Table 12). And, as
initially stressed, this is not at all an exhaustive treatment because the individual
characterizations and exemplifications in CS Vi 28-65 were hardly touched upon
and further sources remained largely untapped. However, before we may get lost
in this maze of probable and possible relationships, correspondences, affinities
and transpositions of items in the two major sources for our knowledge of early
Indian dialectics focussed upon here, I want to take you back to the pada list of
–
the va–da section in the Carakasam
. hita, refraining from further extensive comments
on the remaining items and their possible interrelatedness with the Nya– ya
pada–rtha-s.
3.3.6 What seems to provide coherence to the difficult-to-grasp terms of the next
group in the list of pada-s is the fact that they somehow concern the verity of
statements uttered in a disputation and of their contents. They are arthapra–pti,
the obtainment of the matter from another or some other facts, and sam-bha-va,
the compatibility, appropriateness or conformity of a thing, or its possibility;70 in
both cases a certain degree of truth of the matter under discussion may be
reasonably assumed. Anuyojya is something that may be critically questioned,
ananuyojya its negative counterpart. The perceived degree of verity of statements
and their contents is reflected in possible reactions to them; thus, according to the
criterion of authorial association suggested by me for this group, the next items,
critical questioning and counter-questioning (anuyoga, pratyanuyoga), would
follow cohesively (Table 13).
3.3.7 From here the list proceeds to rhetorics, again not without coherence, which
is provided by the general connection of the last four items of the previous group
to this sub-field or side-field of dialectics and eristics. The first two pada-s
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Table 13: Terms Concerning the Verity of Statements and their Contents
27
28
29
30
31
32

obtainment of the matter (arthapra–pti) (1)
compatibility/possibility (sambhava) (2)
something that is open to critical questioning (anuyojya) (3)
something that is not open to critical questioning (ananuyojya) (4)
critical questioning (anuyoga) (5)
critical counter-questioning (pratyanuyoga) (6)

concerning rhetorics are the items called “faults of speech” (va–kyados. a) and
–
“excellence of speech” (va–kya-prasƒam
. sa ), to which one can add the next item,
namely distortion (chala), which relates to the clever twisting and misrepresentation
of one’s opponent’s statements (Table 14).
Table 14: The Forty-four Topics (CS Vi 8.27) III – Rhetorical Terms
33
34
35

faults of speech (va–kyados. a) (1)
–
excellence of speech (va–kyaprasƒam
. sa ) (2)
distortion (chala) (3)

A larger group of eight further terms centres around the issue of mistakes
one may commit in the course of a disputation or charges one may become
exposed to and the subsequent manoeuvres as reactions to them. The list is
appropriately concluded with nigrahastha–na, a term that refers to situations in
which one of the participants in the disputation can be stopped from further
argumentation71 and which thus amount to his final defeat (Table 15).
Table 15: The Forty-four Topics (CS Vi 8.27) IV Terms Relating to Mistakes in a Disputation
and Situations Decisive for Final Defeat
36
37
38
39
40
42
42
43
44

non-demonstrations / non-proofs (ahetu) (1)
[statements] for which the appropriate time has passed / been transgressed
–
(ati taka–la) (2)
censure (upa–lambha) (3)
avoidance / shunning [censure] (pariha–ra (4)
abandoning one’s thesis (pratijña–ha–ni) (5)
acknowledgement/recognition (abhyanujña–) (6)
different/further demonstrations/proofs (hetvantara) (7)
different/further matters (artha–ntara) (8)
points of defeat (nigrahastha–na)

3.3.8 The above brief analytical survey should have made apparent the interface
between debate and early philosophical thinking, more precisely, between the
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serious inquiry into the principles of debate, on the one hand, and the development
of epistemology, notably logic, on the other hand. As indicated above, another
“pillar” of philosophy, namely, ontology – not considered to be a characteristic of
philosophy by Scharfstein – also has its place in the list of topics relevant to
disputation. However, even though ontological basics in the form of six concrete
ontological terms appear very early in the pada list (nos. 2-7, cf. Table 3 above),
they are probably assigned to this prominent position because of their methodological
priority within debate,72 not because of their priority as regards the traditional and
principal interests of the scholars who systematized and theorized the institution
and practice of debate.73 Therefore, this aspect will be passed over in the present
context, for the sake of emphasis on the first “pillar” of philosophy, namely,
epistemology which includes logic as a characteristic of philosophy.
Reflection on the criteria of a sound demonstration or statement of proof
(hetu) must have first occurred in connection with this essential step in the
formulation of one’s own reasoning vis à vis an opponent in a disputation (see
Table 4 above). Similar considerations must have taken place in connection with
the identification of flawed argumentations: two of the terms concerning mistakes
one may commit in a disputation (cf. Table 15 above) explicitly address the
demonstration, statement of proof or reason, namely, the term “non-demonstration/
non-proof” (ahetu) (no. 1; no. 36 in the pada list). In the subsequent explanation
of this topic, it is divided into three types,74 and the “different/further demonstration/
proof” (hetvantara) (no. 7; no. 42 in the pada list), that is, a modified or
distorted or, possibly, an additional or accessory proof75 which may have been
impermissibly adduced on top of the proof already stated but not yet substantiated.76
These are two contexts from which the conceptualization of a logical reason
(hetu) and its counterpart, the fallacious reason (hetva–bha–sa),77 could develop.
Another context is naturally that of inference (anuma–na), one of the five sources
of knowledge enumerated in the pada list (no. 5; no. 21 in the list) (cf. Table 7
above). Regarding this larger and primarily epistemological context, as opposed
to the dialectical–eristic context of theoretical reflections on the proof provided in
–
debate, the Caraka-sam
. hita offers additional evidence of great interest, some of
which was already indicated by Vidyabhusana under his second heading,
–
“pari ks. a– – the standard of examination,” formulated by him to characterize
another key doctrine of Medha– tithi Gautama included by Caraka in Agnivesƒa’s
compendium. I will thus turn to this issue now.
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3.2.1 To convey the relevant doctrine, Vidyabhusana summarizes in a very
condensed manner a few text segments of the eleventh chapter of Caraka’s
Su–trastha– na. Everything in this world is classified there as twofold, namely, existent
–
(sat) and inexistent (asat). Its examination (pari ks. a–) is stated to be fourfold; this
is followed by short explications and exemplifications.78 For a better understanding,
it is useful to present the larger context here, which deserves a brief sketch also
for the additional reason that it permits a fleeting glimpse of the importance of the
–
Carakasam
. hita for our knowledge of another “pillar” of Indian philosophy in the
early classical period, namely, metaphysics.
3.2.2 The larger context79 is provided by the topic of three human pursuits,80 the
pursuit of life (pra–n. aican. a–), that is, of adequate living circumstances, undiminished
vital force and exhaustion of the full life-span, the pursuit of wealth
(dhanaican. a–), and the pursuit of the so-called other world (paralokaican. a–),81
that is, purposeful activity in view of a renewed existence in another setting,82
especially and foremost a heavenly existence.83 The exposition of the third pursuit
starts from the perennial question “Will we continue to exist after we have passed
away from this world, or not?”,84 which throws basic doubt on the existence of
the “other world” as a goal of human aspiration. This provides the author with the
occasion to mention those who – relying on sense perception only and thus
adopting the well-known epistemological position of most Indian materialist
philosophers85 – deny repeated existence (punarbhava);86 he then presents, in a
concise verse, different views on the single basic cause of human birth87 that all
amount to a rejection of repeated existence. In the following he refutes his firstmentioned opponents’ premise, namely, that perception is the only reliable source
of knowledge, which allegedly results in the claim that only that which is perceptible
exists in this world.88 Next, the author discusses, rejects and denigrates the different
views on the cause of birth.89 When he sketches the last position – explicitly
labelled “heretic” (na–stika)90 – that the cause of human birth is pure chance
(yadr. ccha–), and adduces some denials typical for proponents of this position,91
–
he stresses the fact that for this opponent neither examination (pari ks. a–) nor an
–
object to be examined (pari ks. a–) exists.92 Thus, the transition to the fourfold
examination of what exists and what does not exist is well prepared, and after a
general characterization and exemplification of examination,93 the author proceeds
to apply examination to repeated existence as an object of examination, which –
not unexpectedly – turns out to be something which indeed exists.94
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3.2.3 The general as well as the applied section on “examination” make it evident
–
that pari ks. a–95 here refers to various means and modes of examination,96 rather
–
than to the act of examination as such. The four types of pari ks. a– are accordingly
called “measures” or “means of valid cognition” (prama–n. a) in the final text segment
on the pursuit of the “other world,”97 where the author proceeds, upon the
establishment of repeated existence, to admonish his listeners/readers to be attentive
with regard to the so-called portals of duty or portals to merit (dharmadva–ra),98
which comprise inter alia obedience to one’s teacher, studying, production of
offspring, charity and composition/stabilization (sama–dhi) of the mind, and
recommends to them all other activities not disapproved by good people that will
eventually provide fame in this world and the attainment of heaven after passing
away. Specifically, the four means or modes of examination are the instruction by
or tradition of trustworthy persons, sense perception, inference and yukti.99
Among them, yukti is a remarkable source of knowledge which may have
–
been a special, innovative feature of the Carakasam
. hita or a specific part of its
tradition100 and which is only treated here.101 It was specifically considered and
criticized by Sƒa– ntaraks. ita, the ninth-century Buddhist scholar in his survey of the
major metaphysical and epistemological tenets of the classical philosophical
–
traditions;102 in verse 1692b of the Tattvasam
. graha, Sƒantaraks. ita expressly refers
to the sage (muni) Caraka in this connection.103 yukti, as presented in the context
of the pursuit of the “other world,” can be characterized as a mode of reasoning
which takes into consideration a multiplicity of diverse, but conjoined factors, and
their adequacy and coherence vis-à-vis a specific outcome.104 The well-known
four means of valid cognition of classical Nya–ya do not include yukti, but comprise
comparison/analogy instead (upama–na), which is also found with a slightly diverging
term (aupamya) in the group of five epistemological terms in the list of pada-s
(cf. Table 7 above).
Table 16: Epistemological Items
–

CS Su– 11.17 (pari ks. a–-s)105
instruction by trustworthy
persons (a–ptopadesƒa)
sense perception
(pratyaks. a)
inference (anuma–na)
yukti

NS 1.1.3 (prama–n. a-s)
sense perception
(pratyaks. a)
inference (anuma–na)
comparison/analogy
(upama–na)
verbal testimony (sƒabda)

CS Vi 8.27 (pada-s 17-21)106
verbal testimony (sƒabda)
sense perception
(pratyaks. a)
comparison/analogy
(aupamya)
oral tradition (aitihya)
inference (anuma–na)
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Vidyabhusana is therefore uncertain whether the fourfold “standard of
examination” as found in CS Su– 11 or the corresponding three knowledge sources
plus comparison, as found in CS Vi 8, represent the epistemology of Medha– tithi
–
107
Gautama as adopted in the Carakasam
. hita (Table 16).
3.2.4 A word is due here on the term sƒabda. When Vidyabhusana briefly treats
–
the above two relevant passages of the Caraka-sam
. hita on the sources of
knowledge in his History, he clearly understands sƒabda (literally: “word”) in the
pada list (Vi 8.27) in the sense of verbal testimony, equating it with instruction
by trustworthy persons (a–ptopadesƒa) in the paralokaican. a– section (Su– 11.17),
and does not refer to aitihya (“oral tradition”), which occurs in penultimate
position in the relevant group of five epistemological terms in the pada list.108 A
little later, however, in the context of his brief exposition of the forty-four padas,
he renders sƒabda with “word,”109 explained by him as “a combination of letters.”
Vidyabhusana consequently understands aitihya to refer to a fourth (and not fifth)
means of knowledge here, in addition to sense perception, inference and
comparison/analogy,110 which is to be equated with a–ptopadesƒa in the
paralokaican. a– section of Su– 11.111 The listing of the term “word,” however,
would be contextually inappropriate here and Vidyabhusana’s interpretation as
well as his explanation of the term as referring to “a combination of letters” seems
to be based on a misunderstanding of the subsequent explanation of the term
sƒabda in the va–da section itself.112 Furthermore, the harmonization and mutual
adjustment of the two passages attempted by Vidyabhusana in this way is, in my
view, not necessary, or even unjustified, if one generally acknowledges the possibility
–
of additions to the core text of the Carakasam
. hita and specifically assumes that
–
the va da section is an interpolation in CS Vi 8 (cf. above, 3.3.2).
Even so, it is necessary to reflect on the precise difference between sƒabda
(No. 17) and aitihya (No. 20)113 in the pada list. It may well be that in the first
case an author or individual agent of the statement is involved, i.e., a concrete
speaker who is the source or transmitter of the verbally conveyed knowledge,
whereas in the second case the list refers to oral tradition, i.e., statements of a less
personal nature and authority, such as the statements constituting the Vedic corpus
proclaimed by superhuman speakers.114 This would amount to a distinction between
individual reliable human statements, perhaps including also tradition-based
statements, and the authoritative tradition of legendary or mythical speakers as
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two separate sources of knowledge.115 As is well known, according to the
Nya–yasu–tra these are the two types of the means of knowledge there called
“verbal testimony” (sƒabda). Intriguingly, in their respective characterization as
“having a seen object/content” (dr. s..ta–.rtha), i.e., an object/content that is accessible
in this world by way of normal human experience, and “having an unseen object/
content” (adr. s..ta–rtha), i.e., an object/content that is inaccessible in this way,116 we
re-encounter the terms used to designate the first two types of verbal testimony,
or more precisely, of human statements as such, in the already mentioned
explanation of the term sƒabda in the va–da section of CS Vi 8.117 Furthermore,
the verbal testimony of the Nya–yasu–tra is basically characterized as being the
instruction by trustworthy persons (a–ptopadesƒ a), which is the term used to
designate the first means of examination according to CS Su– 11.17. According to
Va– tsya– yana, these trustworthy persons (a–pta-s) may be ordinary human beings
and seers,118 something which may also be implied in the characterization of
a–ptopadesƒ a, under the heading a–pta–gama (“tradition of trustworthy persons”),
in CS Su– 11.27, when this means of examination is applied to the problem of
repeated birth, even though in this text segment the involved group of ordinary
human beings is limited to savants.119 Such a dual division of agents of instruction,
however, does not occur in the general characterization of trustworthy persons
provided instead of a characterization of a–ptopadesƒ a in CS Su– 11.18-19.120
aitihya, for its part, figures as the first item in the brief discussion and rejection
of possible further means of valid cognition beyond the accepted four at the
beginning of the second adhya–ya of the Nya–yasu–tra (NS 2.2.1-2); there, aitihya
is not considered as an additional source of knowledge because it is nothing but
verbal testimony (sƒ abda) according to the Nya– ya understanding.121 The same
argumentation can be found in some classical Sa– m
. khya sources, foremost among
–
them the Yuktidi pika–.122
The terminological relationship between the three main sources for our
knmolwedge of the relevant means of knowledge adduced and treated above may
thus be presented as follows (Fig. 3):
In the light of the above consideration of the relationship between the
three sources from the point of view of content and meaning, however, it becomes
clear that the relationship between the relevant text segments in CS Su– 11 and the
Nya–yasu–tra is much closer than that between either source and the relevant
segments in CS Vi 8 (Table 17).
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NS 1.1.3
4 prama–n. a-s]
• pratyaks. a
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○

○

○
○
○

○

○

○
○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

NBh on NS 1.1.8
agents of sƒabda
• ordinary persons
(laukika-s)
○
○
○
• seers
(.r.si-s)
○ ○
○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

CS Vi 8.41
(secondary)
explanation of
○aitihya
aitihya = a–ptopadesƒa
• veda etc.

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○
NS 2.2.1-2
Are there
additional
prama–n. a-s?
aitihya = sƒabda
○

CS Su 11.29
○
○
various attributes of a–pta-s
○
= great seers (mahars. i-s)

○

○

–

○

○

○

○

○
○
○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

CS Vi 8.38
(secondary)
○Division of s
ƒabda
○
○
• dr. .s.ta–rtha
• adr. s. .ta–rtha
• true (satya)
• false (anr. ta)

○

○

○

○

• Veda
• teaching of savants
–
(pari ks. aka-s)

○

○

○

○

sƒabda = varn. asama–mna–ya

○

○

CS Vi 8.38
(secondary)
explanation of sƒabda

○

NS 1.1.8
division of sƒabda
• dr. .s.ta–rtha ○ ○
○
• adr. .s.ta–rtha○ ○

CS Su– 11.27
application and division of
a–ptopadesƒa (=)
a–pta–gama
○
○

○

CS Su– 11.18-19
description of a–pta-s
= cultured (sƒis. .ta),
wise (vibudha)
• saintly
• omniscient

NS
1.1.7
○
○
○
characterization
of
○
sƒabda ○
sƒabda = a–ptopadesƒa

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

CS Vi 8.27
pada-s 17-21
○• s
ƒabda
• pratyaks. a
• aupamya
• aitihya
• anuma–na
○

CS Su– 11.17
4 pariks. a–-s
[according to
11.33: 4 prama–n. a-s]
○
○
• a–ptopadesƒa
○
○
• pratyaks. a
–
• anuma na
• yukti

Fig. 3. The Terminological Criss-Cross Concerning “Instruction by Trustworthy Persons”
and “Verbal Testimony” in CS Su– 11.17-19, 27 and 29, CS Vi 8.27,123 38 and 41,124 and the
NS

The epistemological concept under discussion as referred to in the list of
pada-s in CS Vi 8.27, on the other hand, may possibly125 be characterized as
follows (Table 18):
Both sources presented in Table 17 would thus reflect a consolidation of related
notions under one diversified concept.
3.2.5 In passing, I would like to add that in NS 2.2.1-2 we re-encounter another
term from the pada list which there does not occur in the context of the sources
of knowledge; this is sambhava,126 a term which, guided by the context (cf. Table
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–
–
–
Table 17: Relationship between Carakasam
. hita & Nya yasutra
–
–
–
Carakasam
. hita Sutrasthana 11
instruction by / tradition of trustworthy
persons(a–ptopadesƒ a, a–pta–gama)
division into
• Veda

• teachings by means of / in the form of
expert bodies of knowledge (sƒ a–strava–da)
agents
• cultured (sƒ is. .t a) and wise (vibudha)
persons (saintly, omniscient), great
seers (mahars. i-s)
–
• savants (pari ks. aka-s)

Nya–yasu–tra
verbal testimony(sƒ abda)
division into verbal testimony
• having an “unseen” object/content
(adr. s. .t a–rtha) (2)
• having a “seen” object/content
(dr. s. .t a–rtha) (1)
agents (according to the NBh)
• seers (r. s. i-s)
• ordinary human beings (laukika-s)

Table 18: Epistemological concepts
CS Vi 8.27
sƒ abda (No. 17)
personal communication
individual human speakers

Nya–yasu–tra
aitihya (No. 20)
oral tradition
legendary/mythical speakers

13 above), I have tentatively rendered with “compatibility,” “appropriateness” or
“conformity,” or more generally, “pos-sibility,” of a thing (cf. above, p. 17).
Literally meaning “being together,” this additional means of knowledge suggested
by some opponent(s) in NS 2.2.1 is differently explained by Va– tsya– yana in his
commentary on this su–tra, namely, as the grasping of the existence of one thing
on account of the grasping of the existence of another thing that is invariably
connected with it; the example provided by Va– tsya– yana points to the idea of
inclusion.127 Furthermore, the term referring to the possible additional means of
knowledge mentioned just before sambhava in NS 2.2.1, implication or
–
circumstantial evidence (artha–patti), a well-known typical feature of Mi ma– m. sa–
epistemology, is reminiscent of the term arthapra–pti (“obtainment [of the matter]
from [another / some other] fact(s)”), which also precedes sambhava as a pada
in the context of the terms concerning the verity of statements uttered in a disputation
and of their contents (see again Table 13); depending on whether one assumes
a transitive or intransitive meaning of the word pra–pti (“obtainment”), arthapra–
pti may be understood more precisely as the intellectual attainment / following of
one thing from another / some other fact(s).128
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3.2.6 Let me return to the means of knowledge referred to in the
–
Carakasam
. hita. As we have seen, there are two different sets of them appearing
in two different contexts. Furthermore, means of knowledge figure in the context
of diagnostics. One short text segment is found in the part of CS Vi 8 following
upon the list of forty-four pada-s, in the long excursus that may be entitled “How
to act successfully” and concludes this chapter (CS Vi 8.68-151; cf. Table 2
above). Before the author proceeds to explain in much detail ten topical complexes
–
(prakaran. a) as items to be examined (pari ks. ya) by a physician before he begins
his treatment, he briefly introduces the means or modes of examination. As in CS
–
Su– 11, the relevant expression here is pari ks. a–. However, the means of examination
mentioned in this context are basically just two, sense perception and inference,
supplemented by instruction (upadesƒa).129 The distinctive means of knowledge
called yukti is missing here,130 and instruction by others, even though not completely
lacking, is in the back seat in the present context, probably because it is not
directly involved in the actual process of diagnostic examination. This interpretation
is suggested by a further passage found at the beginning of the fourth chapter of
the Vima– nastha– na which is devoted to the diagnosis of diseases. The term initially
used here is rogavisƒes. avijña–na, where the word vijña–na has to be understood
as referring to means of in-depth knowledge, not to the process, similar to the
–
special usage of the word pari ks. a– in CS Su– 11 and Vi 8.83 (cf. above, p. 20).
These means are three: instruction by trustworthy persons, sense perception and
inference.131 The order is explained a little later on from the clinical point of view:
Instruction by trustworthy persons indeed comes first; only thereafter examination
–
(pari ks. a–) by means of sense perception and inference is possible. For how could
a person who examines something by means of sense perception and inference
know, i.e., understand, this thing if he has not been instructed on it before?!
–
Therefore the means of examination (pari ks. a–) is in fact twofold for knowledgeable
persons: sense perception and inference, or threefold, together with the preceding
instruction.132 Three subsequent text segments explain and exemplify the acquisition
of medical knowledge by means of instruction, sense perception and inference.133
In the conclusion of the segment on sense perception, the actual order of means
of examination established at the end of the explanation from the clinical point of
view is confirmed: In spite of the primacy of instruction, in the context of actual
examination sense perception and inference come first.134
The “2+1 model” (Table 19) may actually be a modernization and
streamlining of the model of four sources of knowledge presented in CS Su– 11
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–
Table 19: The “2+1 Model” of Means of Knowledge in the Carakasam
. hita
Vi 8.83
Vi 4.3
Vi 4.5 and 7
means of examination
means of in-depth
means of examination
–
–
–
(pari ks. a–)
knowledge of specific
(pari ks. a–, pari ks. an. a)
–
diseases (rogavisƒes. ajña na)
sense perception (pratyaks. a) instruction by trustworthy
sense perception
persons (a–ptopadesƒa)
(pratyaks. a)
inference (anuma–na)
sense perception (pratyaks. a) inference (anuma–na)
+ instruction (upadesƒa)
inference (anuma–na)
+ instruction (upadesƒa)

(cf. Table 16 above) because some unspecified notion of yukti is integrated as
an essential factor in the characterization of inference in CS Vi 4,135 which also
found its way almost verbatim into the va–da section of CS Vi 8 as the
characterization of inference as pada no. 20.136 The order of the (remaining) three
items in Vi 4.3 may still reflect the order in the metaphysical context of the
paralokaican. a– section of CS Su– 11, even though for identical contextual reasons,
i.e., to acknowledge the practical, clinical context, it was changed in Vi 4.5 and
7 as well as in the short passage Vi 8.83.
–
We can thus conclude that the Carakasam
. hita offers us three
137
epistemological models indicative of the observational–rational attitude of early
classical Indian medicine;138 even though one of them, the model found in the
va–da section of CS Vi 8, may have been taken over from another, possibly nonmedical source, its explanations and exemplifications point to their origin in the
medical setting and it can thus be included in this judgement. None of these
models precisely matches the model – i.e., the number and order of knowledge
sources and the terminology employed in their designation, characterization and
division – known from the Nya–yasu–tra. In addition to Table 20 below, diagrams
visualizing the criss-cross of terminological correspondences, similar to the one
drawn above for the concept of instruction by trustworthy persons / verbal
testimony (cf. Fig. 3), would make this aspect and the complex relationship
between all these models and their variants more than clear. The model that
comes closest to the model of the Nya–yasu–tra from one point of view may be
the model found in the va–da section of CS Vi 8, in the list of forty-four padas together with the subsequent text segments devoted to the individual terms and
items. This model includes comparison or analogy (aupamya), which – although
regularly employed in medical reasoning – does not have a place in the other
models.139 The contextually problematic enumeration of four sources of knowledge

means of indepth knowledge
of specific
diseases
(roga-vi-sƒe-ca
-jña–na)
instruction by
trustworthy
persons
(a–ptopa-desƒa)
sense perception
(pratyaks. a)
inference
(anuma–na)

means of
examination/
knowledge
–
(pari ks. a–,
prama–n. a)

instruction by
trustworthy
persons
(a–ptopa-desƒa;
a–pta–gama)

sense perception
(pratyaks. a)
inference
(anuma–-na)

yukti

Vi 4.3

CS Su– 11.17

inference
(anuma–na)
+ instruction
(upa-desƒa)

sense
perception
(pratyaks. a)

means of
examination
–
(pari ks. a–,
–
pari ks. an. a)

Vi 4.5 and 7

inference
(anumâna)
+ instruction
(upa-desƒ a)

sense
perception
(pratyaks. a)

means of
examination
–
(pari ks. a–)

Vi 8.83

–
–
–
Table 20: Epistemological Models in the Carakasam
. hita and Nya yasutra

inference
(anuma–na)

oral tradition
(aitihya)

sense perception
(pratyaks. a)
comparison/
ana-logy
(aupamya)

verbal
testimony
(sƒ abda)

items (pada-s)
no. 17-21140

CS Vi 8.27

comparison/
analogy
(aupamya)

inference
(anuma–na)
oral tradition
(aitihya)

sense
percep-tion
(pratyaks. a)

division of
item (pada)
no. 11 (hetu)

CS Vi 8.33

verbal
testimony
(sƒabda)

inference
(anuma–na)
comparison/
analogy
(upama–na)

sense
perception
(pratyaks. a)

means of
knowledge
(prama–n. a)

NS 1.1.3
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as causes of cognition (upalabdhihetu) under the item hetu (“demonstration /
statement of proof”) in Vi 8.33,141 which is also included in Table 20 below, is
confirmed by the new critical edition of CS Vi 8 and comes even closer in this
respect: Sense perception is followed by inference, oral tradition (aitihya) and
comparison/analogy (aupamya).142 From other points of view, i.e., the terminology
and order of the last two items, this enumeration also differs from the model of
the Nya–yasu–tra; it is closer to the model of CS Vi 8.27 with regard to the term
used for comparison/analogy, namely, aupamya, instead of upama–na in the
Nya–yasu–tra, and on account of the employment of the identical term aitihya,
which, however, at the same time points to a discrepancy between these two
models because aitihya according to CS Vi 8.33 probably encompasses what is
meant by the two separate items sƒ abda and aitihya according to CS Vi 8.27, a
point which moves the model of CS Vi 8.33 again closer to the Nya–yasu–tra
model, as does the order of the first two items in both these models and the
overall number of their means of knowledge.
–
The epistemological models found in the Carakasam
. hita may be
augmented by means of further materials from the classical medical literature. It
–
may be pointed out that in the edited text of the Susƒ rutasam
. hita four sources
of knowledge are mentioned in still another, unusual order: sense perception,
tradition (a–gama), inference and comparison/analogy (upama–na).143 The editor
records here a variant reading to this order according to which tradition occupies
the primary position,144 a feature also to be noted in the otherwise diverging model
of the paralokaican. a– section of CS Su– 11 and the unmodified, initial sequence
of the model of CS Vi 4, although the model of SS Su– even according to this
–
variant reading differs in other ways from both these models of the Carakasam
. hita
. Dalhan. a comments on the first sequence as follows, unambiguously revealing an
empiricist ideology: Tradition is more excellent because it is the result of perception;
thus, the author, i.e., Dhanvantari, has specified it before inference.145 The
.
.
As. .ta–n gasan graha, however, records a statement of Susƒruta in which he mentions
only three means of knowledge, namely, tradition (a–gama), sense perception and
inference, in this order, as in the model of CS Vi 4.3.146

As regards the determination of the aspect of the precise nature of the
individual knowledge sources according to the various models, merely a first start
in this direction has been made above with the analytic, mainly structural examination
of “instruction by trustworthy persons” and “verbal testimony” (see 3.2.4).
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3.2.7 From the above exposition, elaboration and discussion of Vidyabhusana’s
original hypothesis on the early development of Indian logic (cf. Figs 1 and 2
above) with the help of some examples taken from the area of dialectics and
epistemology, and with only very few selected references to other (early) classical
sources for our knowledge of these areas, it should have become obvious that in
spite of a number of resemblences with a varying degree of closeness and of
various kinds (to which further ones could be added), the evidence offered by the
–
Carakasam
. hita is far too varied and complex in itself to allow a definite
determination of the interesting and certainly intriguing relationship in the area of
–
dialectics and epistemology between this earliest classical medical sam
. hita and
the later Nya–yasu–tra, or rather the traditional background of the latter, namely,
–
–
–
the hypothetical Nya–yasƒa–stra and a part of the still earlier Anvi ks. iki assigned to
Medha– tithi Gautama (which both would have to be reconstructed on the way), as
suggested by Vidyabhusana.
In continuation and conclusion of this paper, the diametrically opposed
hypothesis by Surendranath Dasgupta will be presented, discussed and evaluated,
followed by an update on the most important scholarship outside India and in
more recent times on the issue, and some methodological considerations concerning
future research into it.
NOTES
1.

Research on this paper was generously supported by the FWF (Austrian Science
Funds), Projects No. P14451-SPR (“Debate in the Context of the History of Indian
Medicine”), P17300-G03 (“Philosophy and Medicine in Early Classical India”) and
P19866-G15 (“Philosophy and Medicine in Early Classical India II”). Thanks to the
cooperation and kind assistance of many institutions in India and Europe, copies of
–
some fifty mss. of the Carakasam
. hita have become available to the last-mentioned
current project. I am immensely grateful to all of them, especially to the institutions
that own the mss. explicitly referred to in the present contribution (Cab, L1d, L2d, T1d,
T2d, T3d, V2b, V3b): the Trinity College Library, Cambridge, the British Library, London,
the Universitätsbibliothek (University Library) Tübingen, and the Sarasvati Bhavana
Library, Varanasi.

2.

Cf. Scharfstein 1997, esp. pp. 235-239 and 256-267.

3.

The word nya–ya is frequently translated as “logic.” However, it is often forgotten that
its meaning is first of all “right manner” or “right way.” From this the meaning “suitable
method” is derived, i.e., a method or rule which lets one reliably achieve one’s aims.
–
According to Pa– n. ini’s (P) su–tra 3.3.37 (parinyor ni ýor dyu–ta–bhres. ayor. ), the suffix
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ghañ (cf. P 3.3.16), which refers to the instrument (karan. a) or substratum (adhikaran. a)
(cf. P 3.3.120, with P 3.3.118 and 117), is added to the verbal root “i in combination
with the preverb ni- in the sense of “non-deviation/aberration.” nya–ya is thus the
means used to arrive at a certain goal without fail or deviation, i.e., the proper way
or right manner, and may consequently also refer to a method or rule/maxim. Similarly,
the word parin. a–ya, literally means by which one moves tokens or figures around in
a board game, refers to a move in such a game. Eventually, the word nya–ya came to
be used to specifically refer to methodical and systematic thinking, that is, coherent
and correct logical reflection and argumentation. See Preisendanz 2009 for further
details on this development. For the sake of brevity only, I will use the expression
“logic” in the following.
4.

Roth 1872 (p. 441f.) mentions this edition as the first attempt to edit the text. It was
published in fascicles by the Samvadajnanaratnakara Press, Calcutta, in Bengali and
Nagari letters respectively; the year of the actual completion of this first edition
remains to be documented. In 1878, it was republished (and possibly completed) by
Dharanidhar Ray Kaviraj in Berhampore, Saidabad (Pramadabhanjana Press) (cf. also
CS[SGAS] 1949: 14f., item no. 3, where, however, the date of publication of the second
volume [sam
. 1971, i.e., 1914] must be wrong). In the extensive bibliography of editions
of the CS listed in Meulenbeld 1999: IB, pp. 3-6, both editions are mentioned under
“c” (p. 3). The earliest edition according to this bibliography, i.e., the edition by
Narendranath Sengupta and Balaichandra Sengupta (Calcutta 1849-1855), which was
not seen by Meulenbeld (p. 3, labelled “*a”), is actually an edition which appeared
in 1927-1933 and is identical with Meulenbeld’s edition “w” (p. 4f.; cf. also CS[SGAS]
1949: 14f., item no. 3); obviously, the sƒaka years were mistaken for years of the
common era. The second oldest edition mentioned by Meulenbeld (p. 3) is an edition
by a certain Shankar Shastri (Nirnaya Sagar Press, Mumbai 1867) (labelled “*b”); in
Preisendanz 2007: 635, n. 39, I still considered this edition to be the editio princeps.
However, as was noticed by one of my colleagues in the current project mentioned
in n. 1, Dr. Philipp Maas, the date 1867 appearing on the title page of the book is not
the date of publication of this edition, but refers to the year when the copyright law
applying to it was passed. The book is obviously a re-edition – without the Marathi
translation and notes – of Shankar Daji Shastri Pade’s edition by his son Shankar
Shastri; the original was published in fourteen fascicles in Mumbai from 1897 to 1898
by the bookseller Yajneshvar Gopal Dikshit (Meulenbeld’s “i2,” p. 3). For some reason,
Meulenbeld, who did not see *b, refers under this item to a reprint of this 1897-1898
edition with translation, published in 1926 by the same bookseller, now located in
Pune, and printed in Pune at the Hanuman Press; it was edited by Krishna Shastri
Kavade (cf. also CS[SGAS] 1949: 16f., item no. 13). The copy of *b available to the
above-mentioned project is owned by the library of the Institute for South Asian and
Central Asian Studies, University of Leipzig, Germany, and part of the personal library
of the late Friedrich Weller (call number W/Fae 2); it does not contain a date of
publication (cf. also the undated Nirnaya Sagar Press edition by Shankara Shastrin
referred to in Filliozat 1993: 104, n. 13). However, in the library’s card catalogue the date
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of publication is given as 1903. Interestingly, the old card catalogue of the library of
the famous Karl Sudhoff Institute for the History of Medicine, University of Leipzig,
–
also refers to an edition of the Carakasam
. hita published from Bombay in 1903; the
editor is said to be a certain Candaravastrin, a strange name indeed. In early 2009, the
book (call number II 8253) could not be located in the library any longer; however, it
may eventually be identical with the other Leipzig copy (W/Fae 2), and “Candaravastrin”
.
a faulty transliteration of the reference to the editor “Sƒan kara Sƒa– strin” on the
–
Devanagari-script title page of the book.
5.

On Gangadhar Kaviraj see Chakravarti 1929-1930: 254f. and Gupta 1976: 371f.; more
recently, a small monograph was devoted to him by Chattopadhyay (Chattopadhyay
1995, mainly relating to the manuscripts of Gangadhar’s works preserved in the library
of the Calcutta Sanskrit College). See also Meulenbeld 1999: IB, p. 287f.

6.

On the different editions of the Jalpakalpataru, see again Meulenbeld 1999: IB, p.
287f.

7.

Cf. von Stietencron 2003: 77f.; see also Zeller 2003: 111, with n. 39, on an acquisition
trip to India by Roth’s former student Richard Garbe and on Aurel Stein, another of
Roth’s students, who send some birch-bark manuscripts from Kashmir to Roth still in
the final year of Roth’s life.

8.

Ms. I. 458, no. 141 in Garbe 1899: 62f. (T1d). See Preisendanz 2007: 635, n. 36, for details.
This ms. contains many marginalia and corrections by a second hand, which may be
that of Roth himself; in one case (CS Vi 8.144) a note with variant readings on
–
a–mra–sthyamban‚thaki is clearly relying on the reading in a CS ms. of the India Office
Library, London (Sanskrit mss. 335 and 1535, no. 2637f. in Eggeling 1896: 923-925) (L1d),
where during the years 1843-1845, immediately after he had received his Ph.D. degree,
Roth did extensive research (cf. von Stietencron 2003: 80 and Zeller 2003: 92). He may
have copied this ms., or extracts from it, already at this time, as he did with many other
Sanskrit mss. preserved in Paris, London and Oxford (cf. von Stietencron, loc. cit.). A
–
further ms. of the Carakasam
. hita owned by the University Library, Tübingen, was
copied later, in 1873, commissioned and procured by Hoernle in the same year (Ms.
I. 459, no. 142, in Garbe 1899: 63) (T2d). Another one, which is incomplete (Mss. I. 460
and 474, nos. 143 and 152 in Garbe 1899: 63 and 65f.) (T3d) and written by the same
hand, may also have reached Tübingen at this time, that is, only after Roth had already
written his seminal paper published in 1872.

9.

Ms. no. R. 15. 85 in Aufrecht 1869: 21-24 (Cab). See Preisendanz 2007: 635, n. 37, for
further details.

10.

CS Vi 8.1-26 and, as a conclusion written in comparable style, 67 (cf. below, p. 6).

11.

Cf. Roth 1872. On the initiation of the medical student according to Caraka see the
recent study Preisendanz 2007.

12.

CS Vi 8.15. On the entire section Vi 8.15-26 see the translation and extensive annotation,
interpretation and discussion in Kang 2003.
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13.

The peaceful colloquy is also called “favourable/agreeable colloquy” (anulomasambha–n. a) (cf. the conclusion of CS Vi 8.17).

14.

Cf. CS Vi 8.16 and 18.

15.

Cf. sandhi (“alliance,” “treaty”) and vigraha (“conflict”) in the context of the complex
of six expedients or policies (sƒa–gun. ya) of a ruler according to ASƒ 7, especially 7.1;
further on this see Scharfe 1989: 206-209. See also n. 31 below.

16.

Cf., e.g., PT III, first story; the six expedients are listed p. 135,2-3 and subsequently
discussed, with a focus on sandhi and vigraha, by King Meghavarn. a’s five ministers.
Cp. also the names of the third and fourth section of the Hitopadesƒa.

17.

Cf. Vidyabhusana 1921: 25-35. For a review of this book, see Randle 1926.

18.

Cf. Balcerowicz 2001: iii-xxxiv, who dates the Nya–ya–vata–ra between 620 and 800.

19.

Further Buddhist works in Tibetan translation edited by Vidyabhusana, partly with
translation, are the Pra–timoks. asu–tra and the Lalitavistara (twelfth chapter) (both
1912). Moreover, Vidyabhusana edited the Sragdhara–(ta–ra–)stotra of Sarvajñamitra
(1908) and two of the songs of Milarepa (1912), both widely spread in Nepal. With
his edition of the Tibetan translation of the Amarakosƒa (1911-1912) Vidyabhusana also
turned to non-Buddhist literature in Tibetan translation. Little known is his monograph
on Tibetan scrolls and images from Gyantse (1905), as are his articles on historical
topics.

20.

Cf. Vidyabhusana 1921: 17-21. In the introduction of his 1913 edition and translation
of the Nya–yasu–tra, Vidyabhusana still identifies Gotama/Gautama and Aks. apa– da; cf.
Vidyabhusana 1930:ii-xi. Harsh criticism of this change in opinion is expressed by
Nanda Lal Sinha in his introduction (pp. v-ix) to his revised edition of Vidyabhusana’s
edition and translation.

21.

Cf. Vidyabhusana 1921: 25-35, quotation at p. 25. On the items possibly inserted by
Caraka according to Vidyabhusana cf. n. 51 below.

22.

Cf. Vidyabhusana 1921: 26 and 50.

23.

Cf. Vidyabhusana 1921: 39-45, especially p. 40.

24.

Cf. Vidyabhusana 1921: 27 and 50.

25.

Cf. Vidyabhusana 1921: 46.

26.

Cf. Vidyabhusana 1921: 26.

27.

Cf. also n. 37 below.

28.

Cf. Vidyabhusana 1921: 27.

29.

Cf. Vidyabhusana 1921: 28-31 on CS Vi 8.15-26. See also the summaries in Solomon
1976: 74-77 and Frauwallner 1984: 68-69.
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30.

The types are: pravara (superior), pratyavara (inferior) and sama (equal); cf. CS Vi
8.19. Also in the context of the Arthasƒa–stra s six expedients, which include sandhi
and vigraha, the other/opponent kings are classified into three types: sama (equal),
–
jya–yas (superior) and hi na (inferior); cf. especially ASƒ 7.3.1-20.

31.

Cf. CS Vi 8.27 and 66.

32.

Cf. Vidyabhusana 1921: 31-35.

33.

Cf. CS Vi 8.27, quoted in n. 42 below.

34.

Cf. CS Vi 8.28-65.

35.

–
–
See CS (crit. ed.) Vi 8.67: va–das tu khalu bhis. aja–m
. vartama no varteta yurveda eva,
–
–
–
–
–
–
na nyatra, tatra hi va kya-prativa kyavistara m
. kevala sƒ copapattayam
. sarva
–
–
–
–
– –
–
dhikaran. es. u. ta m
. – sarva m
. samyag aveks. ya veks. ya va kyam
. bruya t, na prak[takam
–
asƒa–strakam apari kcitam asa–dhakam a–kulam ajña–pakam
. va . sarvam
. ca hetumad
– –
–
–
–
–
– –
bruya t. hetumanto hy akalus. a m
. sarva eva va davigraha sƒ cikitsite ka ran. abhuta m
.
–
–
–
–
prasƒ asta-buddhi-vardhakatva t; sarva ram-bha-siddhim
. hy a vahaty anupahata
buddhim
. . (Wavy underlining marks uncertain readings.)

36.

See CS Vi 68-78. This is the topic called ka–rya–bhinirvr. tti in Vidyabhusana 1921: 26
and 27.

37.

See CS Vi 8.79.

38.

See CS Vi 8.80-151. For a detailed topical and structural analysis of CS Vi 8 see
Preisendanz 2007: Appendix 3.

39.

On different terminologies for debate and its various classifications on the basis of
the evidence of CS Vi 8 and the Nya–yasu–tra, see Preisendanz 2000: 232f. See furthermore
Kang 2003: 17-42 where additional material is considered and discussed.

40.

Cf. CS Vi 8.24-26.

41.

Cf. CS Vi 8.152 (sambha–n. a–vidhi) and 153 (va–dama–rgapada–ni).
See CS Vi 8.27 (crit. ed.): ima–ni khalu pada–ni va–dama–rgajña–na–rtham adhigamya–ni:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
va–do dravyam
. gun. a m
. karma sa ma nyam
. visƒecam
. samava yam
. pratijña stha pana
–
–
–
–
pratis. mha pana hetur upanayo nigamanam uttaram
. d[cma nta siddha ntam
.
–
sƒabdam
. pratyakam aupamyam aitihyam anuma nam
. sam
. sƒayam
. prayojanam
.
– –
–
–
savyabhica–ram
. jijña sa vyavasa yo ’rthapra ptim
. sam
. bhavo ’nuyojyam ananuyojyam
–
–
–
–
–
anuyogam
. pratyanuyogo va kya-doco va kyaprasƒam
. sa chalam ahetavo ti taka lam
–
–
– –
–
–
upa lambham
. pariha ram
. prati-jña ha nir abhyanujña hetvantaram artha ntaram
.
nigrahastha–nam iti.

42.

43.

See especially NS 1.1.1.

44.

Cf. Halbfass 1992: 85, n. 39.

45.

Cf. Vidyabhusana 1921: 26. For a brief characterization of this hypothesis, see also
Filliozat 1990: 43.
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46.

Cf. Vidyabhusana 1921: 49-50.

47.

See CS Vi 8.28-65. For a paraphrase see Solomon 1976: 78-86. On the nature of the
explanatory text segments, see. n. 111 below and, for a specific case, p. 27.

48.

There are three editions of this book published by the Nirnaya Sagar Press: first
edition 1933, second edition 1935, third edition 1941. To my knowledge, the various
modern reprints are produced from the third, augmented edition.

49.

Cf. n. 1 above.

50.

Vidyabhusana (1921: 27) considers that the whole group of nine terms starting with
pratijña– and ending with siddha–nta may have been inserted by Caraka into the
–
va–da-ma–rga when he redacted the Sam
. hita in the first century AD because
–
Medhatithi Gautama may not have been familiar with these terms in their technical
sense.

51.

On the sources of knowledge as presented in CS Vi 8 and other related early sources,
see Kang 2007: 64-84.

52.

Ms. L2d (owned by the India Office Library, London, Sanskrit ms. 881, no. 2640 in
Eggeling 1896: 926f.) also has this sequence. Q31 comprises two mss. owned by the
Sarasvati Bhavana Library, Varanasi: V2b (acc. no. 107465, no. 108824 in DCSSUV 1996)
and V3b (acc. no. 108221, no. 108685 in DCSSUV 1996). V2b was personally written,
partly with a commentary, by Gangadhar Kaviraj in sƒaka 1760, i.e., 1838/1839 AD; see
also the paper by Cristina Pecchia in the present volume.

53.

This order corresponds to the order of the four epistemological items, excluding sƒabda
and beginning with sense perception, that is found in the subsequent text segment
characterizing the item hetu (see Table 4 above); cf. Vi 8.33 addressed below, p. 27.
This sequence is unanimously confirmed by the manuscript tradition.

54.

Cf. NBh 30,8-9 on NS 1.1.32. Cf. also Nya–yamañjari (NM) II 553,16-17 and
–
–
–
Sa–rasam
. graha (SaS) 183,7-184,2 on Ta rkikaraks. a 69; I am indebted to Mr. Hisataka
Ishida, PhD student at the University of Vienna, for the latter reference. A variation
–
of this list of ten elements is mentioned by Dharmaki rtiýs commentator Prajña– karagupta
in his commentary on Prama–n. ava–rttika (PV) 4.19ab; see Tillemans 1984: 76, n. 9. For
a diverging list of ten elements of an argumentation in early Jain dialectics, see Ui 1917:
83, with nn. 3 and 4, and Kang 2007: 49.

55.

Cf. YD (Yuktidipika) 89,16-18, followed by a long discussion extending up to YD 97,5,
and the summary in YD 4,6-8; see also Frauwallner 1984: 77. Further reference to the
ten-fold scheme, without a clear identification of its proponents, is made in Vibhu–
ticandra’s notes on the manuscript of the PV with Manorathanandin’s commentary
(reference by Mr. Hisataka Ishida); cf. the gloss on the first sentence of the commentary
on PV 4.19ab (p. 420, gloss no. 2). A scheme of additional elements of argumentation
.
termed “expedients” (*an ga), starting with inquisitiveness, was also known to Digna–
ga; cf. his own commentary on Prama–n. samuccaya (PSV) 4.6 (fol. 65b 6: des na gzan
gyi sƒes par ‘dod pa la sogs pa’i yan lag…), referred to already in Tucci 1930:45, n.81.

–
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56.

For an extensive critical discussion of the ten elements, their functions and relations,
including the descriptive and exemplificatory text segments of all involved items in CS
Vi 8 and the Nya–yasu–tra, see Kang 2007: 16-49.

57.

Cf. the enumeration in NS 1.1.32 and the following su–tra-s 33-41 on the individual
elements.

58.

The five elements are already explicated as elements of the statement of a direct reason
–
–
(vi tahetu) in Va– rn. agan. ya-s s. as. .t itantra, to which the author of the Yuktidi pika– most
probably refers to in this context even though the additional five elements may not
have been part of Va– rn. agan. ya’s scheme (see the remarks in YD 5,4-8 where it is stated
that Vindhyava– sin, who was a disciple and commentator of Va– rn. agan. ya, and other
masters taught the elements of argumentation starting with inquisitiveness which are
.
jointly called “limb” (i.e., expedient) “of inference” [anuma–na–n ga] in this context). Cf.
–
–
– –
–
–
also Sim. hasuri’s Nya ya gama nusa rin. î (NA A) 313,8-6 and Jinendrabuddhi’s
–
Prama–n. asamuccayamt. i ka–, quoted and analyzed towards the reconstruction of the
relevant passage in the s. as. .t itantra, in Frauwallner 1958: 88-94 (translation p. 128f.).
It can be presumed that the terminology of the naiya–yika-s for the remaining five
elements of argumentation making up the set of ten elements was the same as the
terminology for the five elements of argumentation in the Nya–yasu–tra, because
Vâtsyâyana does not mention any discrepancy in this regard.

59.

60.
61.

Cf. n. 59 for the fivefold scheme probably held by Va– rn. gan. ya.
–
Cf. CS Vi 8.36 (crit. ed.): dr. s. .t a–nto na–ma yatra mu–rkhavidus. a–m
. buddhisa myam, yo
varn. yam
. varn. ayati. […]
–

62.

–
–
Cf. NS 1.1.25: laukikapari ks. aka–n. a–m
. yasminn arthe buddhisa myam
. sa dr. s. .t a nta. See
–
also the early quotation of this su tra in the introductory comments on
*Vaidalyaprakaran. a (*VP) 28 (*VP p. 33,10-11) and the reference in the commentary
on *VP 9 (*VP p. 25,3-8, translation p. 62); on the latter passage, see Pind 2001: 161f.
(relating to section no. 8, following Kajiyama’s enumeration; see Pind’s n. 2, p. 149).

63.

Cf. n. 44 above.

65.

–
–
–.
Cf. NV 97,4-6 on NS 1.1.24: yad api prayojanam
. nya yasya n gam
. na– bhavati ti (cf. the
opponent in NV 96,18-19: na ca–nena [scil. prayojanena] kiñcit pari ks. a–vidhem
. kriyata
.
–
iti nya–ya–n gabha–vo na–sti ti) tad api na yuktam. ya– khalu nis. prayojana– cinta– na–sau
.
.
–
–
–
nya–yasya–n gam iti. pari ks. a–vidhes tu pradha–na–n gam
. prayojanam eva tanmulatva t
–
–
pari ks. a vidher iti.
Cf. NS 1.1.36: sa–dhyasa–dharmya–t taddharmabha–vî dr. s. .t a–nta uda–haran. am.

66.

See NS 1.1.34: uda–haran. asa–dharmya–t sa–dhyasa–dhanam
. hetum
. ..

64.

67.

–
–
–
In YD 90,21 (uda–haran. am
. tu tannidarsƒanam
. dr. s. .t a ntah. ; tad- refers to sa dhanasya sa
–
dhyena sahabha vi-tvam, cf. YD 90,18 and the following explanation), the initial phrase
–
uda–haran. am
. tu is probably an interpolation (see 93,2 and NAA 314,5) to clarify that
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function and position of dr. s. .t a–nta are identical with those of the element of
argumentation uda–haran. a according to the Nyâya scheme. Similarly, in YD 91,4,
–
upanaya may have been added to the characterization of upasam
. ha ra (see NÂA loc.
cit.), even though later on in the discussion of the altogether ten items and their
–
characterizations, the term upanaya may have replaced the typical upasam
. ha ra several
–
–
times already in the original text of the Yuktidi pika . On the function and place of the
item dr. s. .t a–nta in the context of the forty-four pada-s and other relevant early sources,
and on its relation to uda–haran. a, see the extensive discussion in Kang 2007: 87-143.
68.
69.

–
–
See NS 1.1.27: sa (scil. siddha–ntam
. ) caturvidham
. sarvatantrapratitantra dhikaran. a
–
– –
bhyupa-ga-masam
. -sthityartha -ntarabha va t.
See CS Vi 8.37 (crit. ed.): […] sa (scil. siddha–ntam
. ) coktasƒ caturvidham
.:
sarvatantrasiddha– ntam.
pratitantrasiddha– nto
dhikara-a-siddha–nto
’bhyupagamasiddha–nta iti. […]

70.

More on these two topics may be found in 3.5.2 below.

71.

For this interpretation of the term, cf. Filliozat 1968: 443.

72.

That is, there has to be an understanding about the ontological presuppositions
common to the participants in a debate and thus about the possible range of topics
of debate.

73.

According to Vidyabhusana (1921: 27), the six ontological terms were borrowed from
early Vaisƒes. ika and inserted into the va–dama–rga by Caraka himself. On the six
–
Vaisƒes. ika categories and their “relatives” in the Carakasam
. hita see especially
–
–
–
Sutrasthana (Su) 1.28-29 and 44-52. For a rather detailed exposition see CS[SGAS] 1949:
466-469 and the critical discussion in Narain 1976: 106-110, for a survey of the most
important secondary literature on this topic, Comba 1987: 42; see also Meulenbeld
1999: 10f., with a summary of Comba’s discussion of Surendranath Dasgupta’s position
(Dasgupta 1922) in Comba 1990, which focuses on the concepts of sa–ma–nya and
visƒes. a, and with further references.
See CS Vi 8.57: prakaran. asama, sam
. sƒayasama, varn. yasama. On CS Vi 8.57 and the
problem of the precise meaning of the term ahetu see further Kang 2009: 86-91.

74.
75.

Cf. Filliozat 1968: 443.

76.

According to the explanation in CS Vi 8.63, the “different demonstration / statement
of proof” is one that relates to a different topic or matter. See CS Vi 8.63 (crit. ed.):
–
–
–
–
hetvantaram
. na ma prakr. tihetau va s. ye vika rahetum a ha. Frauwallner (1984: 70),
–
–
relying on the printed text of the Carakasam
. hita (hetvantaram
. na ma prakr. tahetau
–
–
va s. ye yad vikr. tahetum a ha), translates the term as “verfehlte Begründung” (proof
that fails its purpose / proof beside the mark), which may correspond to Vidyabhusana’s
“shifting the reason” (cf. Vidyabhusana 1921: 35).

77.

See the use of this term in the explanation of censure (upa–lambha) in CS Vi 8.59.
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78.

Cf. Vidyabhusana 1921: 28 relating to CS Su– 11.17-25 and 32.

79.

See also the cursory exposition in Dasgupta 1922: 405-408 and the structural survey
as well as detailed paraphrase and treatment, with consideration of Cakrapa– n. idattas’s
commentary, in Filliozat 1993. Meindersma (1989-1990: 266f.) also provides a brief
analysis of CS Su– 11.2-33. His hypothesis and conclusion that the whole section
constitutes a “quite separate” treatise on the proof of rebirth (paralokasiddhi) inserted
here (pp. 266 and 271-273), however, is not convincing because the section is well
embedded in the chapter and connects with other sections of the core stha–na-s of the
–
Carakasam
. hita from a terminological, stylistic and conceptual point of view. Ros. u
rightly characterizes the examination of the “other world” as an exemplary expression
of the rational attitude of the Indian medical scientists applied here to substantiate a
doctrine that was not developed on rational grounds (1978a: 79); see similarly Filliozat
1990: 34. See n. 94 below on a diametrically opposed Marxist view about this section.

80.

On the derivation and meaning of the word n. an. a– see Filliozat 1993: 94f.
Cf. CS Su– 11.3. The pursuit of life is treated in CS Su– 11.4, the pursuit of wealth in
11.5. This triad may be an adaptation of the older concept of three human pursuits
(putres. n. a–, vittes. an. a–, lokes. n. a–) found in the Br. hada–ran. yaka-Upanis. ad (Br. U) (3.5.1 and
4.4.22). Cf. Filliozat 1993: 96 and, though inconclusive, Das 1993: 36-38; Ros. u (1978b:
258f.) speaks of a “résonance upanis. adique” when he discusses the integration of the
three human goals (trivarga) into the three human pursuits of CS Su– 11.3, which he
considers as the basic values of medical philosophy. The continuing importance of the
concept of three pursuits is documented by the fact that in a formula employed in the
–
context of undertaking sam
. ya sa, the renouncer states that he has “risen from” these
three pursuits, i.e., distanced and emancipated himself from them; cf., e.g., the two
quotations from the Visƒvesƒvarapaddhati and Kapila in the early-modern
Yatidharmapraka–sƒa (YP) (p. 46,1-2 and 19-20).

81.

82.

See also Filliozat’s remarks on the usage of paraloka in the present context (1990: 34).
See further Steinkellner 1984: 87 on the term paraloka from a historical perspective that
can also be applied with slight adjustment to its usage in the non-Buddhist traditions.

83.

For a discussion of the meaning of paraloka in the context of CS Su– 11.3 in combination
with 11.33, see Das 1993: 35f.

84.

Cf. bhavis. ya–ma itasƒ cyuta– na veti in CS Su– 11.6; the treatment of paralokaisan. a–
continues until Su– 11.33.

85.

Cf. also Meindersma 1989-1990: 270 and 1992: 301.

86.

Cf. the quotation in 90 below.

87.

–
–
See CS Su– 11.6: ma–taram
. pitaram
. caike manyante janmaka ran. am / svabha vam
.
–
–
–
–
–
–
paranirma n. am
. yadr. ccha m
. ca pare jana m
. //. On the causes svabha va and yadr. ccha
, cp. the verse Sƒveta–sƒvatara-Upanis. ad (SƒU) 1.2 which answers, inter alia, to the
– –
question “From what were we born?” (kutam
. sma ja ta m
. ) (further on this famous verse
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–
ƒ–
see Oberlies 1995: 79f., with references). See also Susƒrutasam
. hita (SS) Sa 1.11-12
(referred to in Dasgupta 1922: 372 and 410), which addresses further first causes also
mentioned in SƒU 1.2.

88.

See CS Su– 11.7-8. On the causes for the non-perception of existent and in principle
perceptible things listed in text segment 8, see Preisendanz 1994: 530-540.

89.

See CS Su– 11.9-16.

90.

Cf. also the abstract noun na– stikya in the earlier sentence santi hy eke
–
–
–
–
–
pratyaks. apara–m
. paroks. atva t punarbhavasya na stikyam a sƒrita m
. (CS Su 11.6) and in
–
11.7, and the expression na stikagraha immediately afterwards in 11.15cd (a passage
considered a demonstration of “abject servility” of the doctors to the “law-givers” in
Chattopadhyaya 1977: 375).

91.

92.

In the context of CS Su– 11.14-15, the term na–stika is described by means of reference
to the negation of ideas and concepts that are mainly of relevance in traditional or
“orthodox” belief and pertain to ethics and soteriology (cf. the keywords kartika–ran. a,
karman and karmaphala) as well as mythology and legendary tradition (cf. the
reference to deva-s, r. s. i-s and siddha-s).
Cf. CS Su– 11.14a.

93.

See CS Su– 11.18-26c.

94.

See CS Su– 11.26d-32. On the section starting with the classification of all that exists
as sat and asat, and on the subsequent general treatment of the means of examination,
see Dasgupta 1922: 373-377 (with extensive reference to Cakrapa– n. idatta’s commentary)
and 398-401, and Biardeau 1964: 444-446. On the section where examination is applied
to repeated existence, see Dasgupta 1922: 406-408.
Chattopadhyaya considers the section CS Su– 11.3-33 as an example of a discussion
that does not have a legitimate place in a medical work; it is an “alien element” and
has “the nature of a ransom offered to the counter-ideology without which it is not
easy for the doctors to save their science” from the attacks by orthodox “law-givers,”
even though this strategy results in the crippling of the science by its opposite; in
Chattopadhyaya’s marxist–materialistic perspective, the “concession to the metaphysics
of the soul” as evidenced in CS Su– 11.3-33 goes “against the fundamentals of medical
science” and means “the rejection of the methodology of science,” according to which
the primary epistemological position belongs to direct perception or empirical knowledge
(Chattopadhyaya 1977: 375-378). For a diametrically opposed judgement cf. below, p.
27.

95.

Literally: “looking all around”; on this etymology cf. Preisendanz 1994: 693.

96.

Filliozat interprets pari ks. a– as an “attitude of mind” (1993: 102) and speaks of it as a
“faculty” that is “a characteristic of man, which he uses in normal conditions of
health” (ibid., p. 110).

–
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Cf. CS Su– 11.33: evam
. prama n. aisƒ caturbhir upadis. .t e punarbhave ... ; see also Ros. u’s
implicit observation regarding this important terminological issue (1978a: 88) which has
been neglected by practically all other scholars concerned with the topic (for an
exeption, cf. Filliozat 1990: 34) who speak about the concept and number of the
–
prama–n. a-s, etc., in the Carakasam
. hita , as if this generic term were well established
there.

This may refer to a specific genre of teachings; cf. CS Su– 11.28. Cp. also the description
of trustworthy persons (a–pta) as dharmadva–ra–vahita in CS Su– 11.29.
–
CS Su– 11.17: ... a–ptopadesƒam
. pratyaks. am anuma nam
. yuktisƒ ceti; in 11.27 the first
–
–
knowledge source is termed a pta gama.

100. Cf. also Filliozat 1990: 45.
101. Cf. also Filliozat 1990: 38.
102. See TS 1691-1697. Cakrapa– n. idatta was well aware of Sƒa– ntaraks. ita’s reference and
–
criticism, as well as of Kamalasƒi la’s comments on these verses in his extensive
commentary on CS Su– 11.25 he quotes TS 1691-1692, 1695 and 1697.
103. On Sƒa– ntaraks. ita’s exposition and criticism of yukti see Dasgupta 1922: 375f.; see also
Filliozat 1993: 109 and especially 1990: 39-44, which includes a careful and wellreasoned criticism of Dasgupta’s exposition, interpretational approach and final
judgement.
–

–
104. See CS Su– 11.23-25: jalakars. abi jartusayoga–t sasyasambhavam
. / yuktim
. -dha
–
– –
–
–
-tu-sam
na-sam
. yoga d garbha n. a m
. sambhavas tatha // mathyamantha-kamantha
.–
–
–
–
yoga–d agnisambhavam
/
yuktiyukta
catus
pa
dasampad
vya
dhinibarhan
i
//
buddhim
.
.
.
.
pasƒ yati ya– bha–va–n bahuka–ran. ayogaja–n / yuktis trika–la– sa– jñeya– trivargam
.
sa–dhyate yaya– //; on these verses, see especially Filliozat 1990: 34-36. See further the
examplification of yukti, by way of application to the issue of repeated existence, in
text segment 32, discussed in Filliozat 1990: 37 and, more extensively, in Filliozat 1993:
–
–
108-110: yuktisƒ cais. a– dha–tusamudaya–d garbhajanma, kartkaran. asam
. yoga t kriya ,
– –
–
–.
kr. tasya karman. phalam
. na kr. tasya, na n ku-rot-pattir abi ja t, karmasadr. sƒam
. phalam,
–
na–nyasma–d bi ja–d anyasyotpattir iti yuktim
(see
also
Ros
u
1978a:
84).
My
interpretation
.
.
of yukti is close to that by Pierre-Sylvain Filliozat (see especially his paraphrase in
Filliozat 1990: 35) and eventually concurs with Jean Filliozat’s sensitive understanding
of yukti as the attitude of mind of a practising physician, which is outlined on the
basis of oral tradition in Filliozat 1993: 111 and, in more detail, in Filliozat 1990: 44 (see
also Filliozat 1968: 441: “le traitement synthétisant de l ý8/ýinformation”); Roºu
characterizes yukti as “l’idée d’un concours de plusieurs élements qui, par ajustement
rationnel, aboutissent à une représentation cohérente d’un phénomène (Roþu loc. cit.;
similarly Filliozat 1968: 440f.), which echoes and synthesizes further translation
equivalents, or elements of them, suggested by Jean Filliozat (cf. Filliozat 1990: 44).
Larson’s evaluation of yukti as “heuristic reasoning” and referring to “an empirical
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and, indeed, experimental scientific (in the modern sense) approach to reality and
experience” (cf. Larson 1987: 250f.), which reminds one of Filliozat’s further
understanding of yukti as referring to the establishment of a theory (Filliozat 1990: 44),
also catches some of the “flavour” of yukti, even though his treatment of CS Su– 11.2325 is quite unsatisfactory. On other usages of the word yukti, which is frequently used
–
in the Caraka-sam
. hita , in a technical and non-technical sense, see Filliozat 1990: 37f.;
Filliozat rightly stresses that it would be a mistake to look for one common character
of these usages, beyond the broad etymological link, and unify the underlying notions
(1990: 45).
For a study of the term yukti, with a focus on its employment in Buddhist literature,
see Scherrer-Schaub 1981, where inter alia reference is made – in reliance on Biardeau’s
treatment (cf. n. 94 above) – to the means of investigation called yukti in CS Su– 11
(p. 192). On the different types of yukti or “reasoning” in the Abhidharmasamuccaya
and its commentary, see Prets 1994: 343-345.
105. prama–n. a-s according to Su– 11.33; cf. n. 97 above.
106. On the sequence of these pada-s adopted here, cf. p. 10 above.
107. Cf. Vidyabhusana 1921: 27. As Vidyabhusana himself is doubtful whether the doctrine
that he summarizes under his first heading (“the aggregate of resources for the
accomplishment of an action”) (cf. p. 5 above) is at all to be connected with Medhâtithi
Gautama’s “investigating [science]” (cf. Vidyabhusana loc. cit.), there is no need to
enter into it here.
108. See Vidyabhusana 1921: 27.
109. Cf. Vidyabhusana 1921: 33 (followed, e.g., by Hedge 1976: 18, Solomon 1976: 80 and
Sharma 1994: 362). See also, e.g., Filliozat 1968: 442 (“parole”) and Sharma and Dash
1994: 232 (“words”).
110. Thus the order adopted by Vidyabhusana. I could not yet clarify on which edition of
–
the Caraka-sam
. hita Vidyabhusana based his research. However, this order is found
in three early editions published in Kolkata accessible to the projects mentioned in
n. 1, namely, the second edition of Jivananda Vidyasagara Bhattacaryya’s edition
(Narayan Press 1896), and the editions with translations into Bengali by Avinash
Chandra Kaviratna Kaviraj (Vidyaratna Press 1884/1885) and Yashodanandan Sarkar
(second edition; Vangavasi Electro Machine Press 1910-1911). It is less probable that
Vidyabhusana relied on the edition, with Marathi translation and notes, by Shankar
Daji Shastri Pade (Mumbai: Yajneshvar Gopal Dikshit, Bookseller 1897-1898, with three
further editions printed by various presses in Mumbai and Pune during 1901 and
1914).
111. See similarly Filliozat 1968: 442.
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–
–
–
112. See CS Vi 8.38 (crit. ed.): sƒabdo na–ma varn. asama–mna–yam
. . sa dr. s. .t a rthasƒ ca dr. s. .t a rthasƒ
–
–
–
ca satyasƒ ca nr. tasƒ ceti. tatra dr. s. .t a rtham
. : tribhir hetubhir dos. a m
. prakupyanti, cabhir
upakramaisƒ ca prasƒa–myanti, sƒrotra–disadbha–ve sƒabda–digrahan. am iti. adr. s. .t a–rtham
.
–
–
–
–
punam
. : asti pretyabha vam
. , asti mokca iti. satyam
. satyo na ma: santy a yurvedopadesƒa
– –
–
– –
–
–
–
–
m
. , santy upa ya m
. sa dhya na m, santy a rambhaphala nîti. satyaviparyaya c ca n[tam
..
–
–
In this explanation, I understand the term varn. asama mna ya as meaning “the collocation
of [articulate] sounds” (cf. Böhtlingk 1883-1886: s.v. sama– mna– ya, 1) ...
“Zusammenstellung”); such a collocation, i.e., a statement, may be true, but also
untrue, namely, in the case of erroneous personal statements and statements based
on unaccepted, unauthoritative rival traditions. It seems that the explanation adduced
here stems from another context where human statements as such are classified, and
not human statements as a means of knowledge relevant in debate, because in this
latter context it would be redundant to characterize one type as true (satya) – a means
of knowledge is true by definition –, whereas the characterization of its diametrically
opposed type as untrue (anr. ta) would be out of place. For another case of a discrepant
explication of an term in the pada list, see, e.g., the explication of the term hetu referred
to in n. 54 above and addressed on p. 28 below. As already indicated by Frauwallner
(1984: 70, n. 16), the explanations of the individual pada-s should not necessarily be
considered as originally linked to the pada-s in the list; they are thus not necessarily
authoritative as regards the interpretation of the listed terms.

113. On the numbering of this pada cf. again above, p.10.
114. Cf. the subsequent explanation in CS Vi 8.41 (crit. ed.) (on this segment numbering cf.
–
–
–
above, p. 10): aitihyam
. na ma ptopadesƒo veda dim
..
115. Cf. also Frauwallner 1984: 70: “Mitteilung” and “Überlieferung.”
–
–
–
116. Cf. NS 1.1.7-8: a–ptopadesƒam
. sƒabdam
. . sa dvividho dr. s. .t a dr. s. .t a rthatva t.
117. See CS Vi 8.38, quoted above, n. 111.
–
–
118. See NBh 14,10-11 on NS 1.1.8: yasyeha dr. sƒyate rtham
. sa dr. s. .t a rtham
. . yasya mutra
–
–
–
– –
–
prati yate so dr. s. .t a rtham
. . evam .r-lau-ki-kava kya na m
. vibha ga iti.
–

–
–
–
119. See CS Su– 11.27: tatra–pta–gamas ta–vad vedam
. . yasƒ ca nyo pi veda rtha d avipari tam
.
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
pari ks. akaim
. pran. i tam
. sƒis. .t a numato loka nugrahapravr. ttam
. sƒa strava dam
. sa ca pta
gamam
. . […] On this text segment see, e.g., Biardeau 1964: 445, Filliozat 1968: 441,
Hedge 1976: 19, Chattopadhyaya 1977: 377, Ros. u 1978a: 92f. and Filliozat 1993: 102f.
In the difficult characterization of trustworthy persons in the clinical context of
diagnosis in CS Vi 4 (see below, p. 25), the term seems to be even further restricted
to saintly persons whose knowledge is of a supernormal kind (see CS Vi 4.4; see also
Filliozat 1968: 441 and Ros. u 1978a: 90).
–
–
–
–
120. See. CS Su– 11.18-19: rajastamobhya–m
. nirmukta s tapojña nabalena ye / yesa m
. trika
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
lam amalam
. jña nam avya hatam
. sada // a pta m
. sƒis. .t a– vibudha s te, tes. a m
. va kyam
–
–
asam
s
ƒ
ayam
/
satyam,
vakcyanti
te
kasma
d
asatyam
ni
rajastama
m
//.
See
also, e.g.,
.
.
.
Hedge 1976: 18 and Ros. u 1978a: 90f. on these verses.
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121. Cf. NS 2.2.1-2: na catus. .t vam aitihya–rtha–pattisambhava–bha–vapra–ma–n. ya–t. sƒabda
aitih-ya–nartha–n-ta-ra-bha–-va–t ... apratis. edham
..
122. See YD 71,3-6. Ruben (1928: 40) already refers to the parallel judgement in Gaud. pa– da’s
.
.
Bha–s. ya on Sa–n khyaka–rika– (SK) 4 (cf. GPBh 9,13). See similarly Jayaman gala– (JM)
69,23-24; for a summary of the same position in the short commentaries
.
.
Sa–n khyasaptativr. tti and Sa–n khyavr. tti, see Solomon 1974: 11f. In the commentary on
.
the Sa–n khyaka–rika– translated into Chinese by Parama– rtha, aitihya is not specifically
mentioned, but certainly one among the six possible further sources of knowledge to
be included in a–ptavacana (“statement of trustworthy persons” / “trustworthy
statement”), the term employed in SK 4 for the means of knowledge under discussion
here (see Takakusu 1904: 984).
123. For the order of the pada-s, cf. above, p. 10.
124. This numbering follows the order of the explanatory text segments established in the
new critical edition of CS Vi 8; cf. above, p. 10.
125. This uncertainty is based on the doubtful status of the subsequent characterizations
and exemplifications of the individual items in the list; cf. n. 111 above.
126. Frauwallner (1984: 72), who disregards the internal associative logic possibly at the
basis of the order of terms in the pada list, simply assumes that sambhava (as well
as the preceding item arthapra–pti) is part of a series of terms starting with sƒabda and
referring to means of knowledge, even though other terms intervene.
127. See NBh 99,10-12: sambhavo na–ma–vina–bha–vino rthasya satta–grahan. a–d anyasya
satta–grahan. am. yatha– dron. asya satta–grahan. a–d n. hakasya satta– grahan. am n. hakasya
grahan. a–t prasthasyeti. See on this characterization, also, e.g., Solomon 1976: 451. For
further references to various characterizations, descriptions and illustrations of
sambhava found in the classical literature, inclusive of the medical tradition, see
Oberhammer et al. 2006: s.v. sambhava.
128. Oberhammer (1991: s.v. arthapra–pti) assumes that “judging from the linguistic form”
(?) (“der sprachlichen Form nach”) arthapra–pti is an older variant of the term
artha–patti. prâpti (intransitive) and a–patti (and other derivations of the underlying
verbal root) are indeed used synonymously, although I would refrain from construing
a historical priority of either one to the other.
–

129. Cf. CS Vi 8.83 (crit. ed.): dvividha– pari ks. a– jña–navata–n. pratyaks. am anuma–nam
. ca.
–
–
etat tu dvayam upadesƒasƒ ca pari ks. a–trayam. evam es. a– dvividha– pari ks. a–, trividha– va–
sahopadesƒena.
130. See also Cakrapa– n. idatta’s remarks about the lack of the item yukti in Vi 4.5 (cf. below)
and Vi 8 (specifically in the pada list) and his explanation of this situation in his
commentary on Su– 11.25 (AD 72a,5-15), already pointed out in Filliozat 1990: 42.
–
–
–
131. Cf. CS Vi 4.3: trividham
. khalu rogavisƒecavijña nam
. bhavati; tadyatha - a ptopadesƒam
.
–
pratyaks. am anuma nam
. ceti. See also, e.g., Biardeau 1964: 446f., Filliozat 1968: 440,
Ros. u 1978a: 88 and Filliozat 1990: 33.
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132. Cf. CS Vi 4.5: [...] trividhe tv asmin jña–nasamudaye pu–rvam a–ptopadesƒa–j jña–nam,
–
–
– –
–
–
tatam
. pari– ks. opapadyate. kim
. hy anupadicmam
. – purvam
.
. pratyaks. a numa na bhya m
–
– –
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
yat tat pratyaks. a numa na bhya m
. pari ks. ama n. o vidya t. tasma d dvividha pari ks. a jña
–
–
navata–m - pratyaks. am anuma–nam
. ca; trividha va sahopadeúena. On this, see also,
e.g., Filliozat 1968: 441 and Hedge 1976: 18.
133. See CS Vi 4.6 for instruction, 4.7 for sense perception and inference, and 4.8, where
further medically relevant things and conditions which are primarily known by means
of inference are added. For a translation of the sequence CS Vi 4.3-8 see also
Chattopadhyaya 1977: 89-92.
–

134. Cf. CS Vi 4.7: [...] pratyaks. ato ’numa–na–d upadesƒatasƒ ca pari ks. an. am uktam.
135. See CS Vi 4.4: [...] anuma–nam
. khalu tarko yuktyapekcam
. . On this, see also Hedge
1976: 18, Ros. u 1978a: 84 and Filliozat 1990: 38.
136. Cf. CS Vi 8.42 (crit. ed.) (on this new numbering of the established text segments of
–
CS Vi 8, see above, p. 10): anuma–nam
. na ma tarko yuktyapeks. am
. . [...]
–
137. On the various schemes of prama–n. a-s in the Carakasam
. hita , though interpreted in
a different, synthetic manner, see also Hedge 1976. For a synthetic and ahistorical
–
approach to the topic of means of knowledge in Ayurveda, with frequent references
–
to the relevant passages in the Carakasam
. hita (as well as other classical works) and
consideration of the practical relevance for practitioners of Âyurveda, see, e.g., the
exposition in Narasimhacharyulu’s text book written according to the C.C.I.M. syllabus
(Narasimhacharyulu 2004: 189-344).

138. See Ros. u1978a: 77f. with reference to the distinction of three “schools” of Hippocratic
medicine: philosophical, practical and observational–rational with scientific intentions.
139. On this point see also Filliozat (1968: 440) who assumes that analogy was denied the
status of an independent means of proof by the physicians.
140. On the sequence of these pada-s, cf. again p. 10 above.
141. See also n. 111 above.
–
–
–
142. Cf. CS Vi 8.33 (crit. ed.): hetum
. : hetur na mopalabdhika ran. am. tat pratyaks. am anuma
nam aitihyam aupamyam iti. ebhir hetubhir yad upalabhyate tat tattvam. On Vi 8.33
see further Kang 2007: 55-63.
.
–
–
–
143. See SS Su– 1.16: tasya (scil. a–yurvedasya) an gavaram a–dyam
. pratyaks. a gama numa
–
–
–
nopama nair aviruddham ucyama nam upadha raya.

144. Cf. n. 2: a–gamapratyaks. a–numa–nopama–naim. instead of pratyaks. a–gama–numa–
nopama–naim
..
.
145. Cf. Nibandhasan graha (NiS) 4b,9-10: a–gamasya pratyaks. aphalatva–d varîyastvam.
–
– –
–
tena numa na t pûrvam
. nirdis. .t ava n.
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146. See AS Su– 20, p. 193a,18-20 (= Su– 20.18 according to the edition by Ananta Damodar
Athavale, Poona 1980): susƒrutam. punam. pan. hati: … tad evam eta– ni
–
–
–
va–yva–diru–pakarma–n. avahitam
. samyag upalaks. ayed a gamapratyaks. a nu-ma naih. . I
owe this reference to Dr. Ernst Prets, Vienna.
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